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Has Cost Accounting Come of Age?
by S. PAUL GARNER
Professor of Accounting, and Head, Department of Accounting, University of Alabama,
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

It is apparent that the author of this article would like , as would all
who are familiar with the potential of industrial accounting, to answer
afrmatively the question which he poses. He first discusses three factors making for professional maturity; he then lists three others, which,
if they are stressed more, would add materially to the stature of cost
accounting as a profession.

T

O "C O M E O F AG E " CON N OT E S MAT URI TY. W h e n a p e r s o n h a s c o m e o f a g e ,

he has "arrived" to a point where he is responsible. He has judgment. Simi-

larly, when a profession has come of age it has attained a certain stature in the
eyes of the public from which there is no turning back. It has no escape from
the responsibilities which arise from its position.
A profession which has come of age, however that term is defined, is in an
enviable spot but its members must be constantly mindful of the challenge
which is presented and the self - control which is required. The maturity of
action and purpose, implied in "coming of age," does not go with a static attitude toward current developments. In fact, the opposite is more apropos. The
members of the profession should continue their forward - looking ways by taking the view that their problems and difficulties should be solved dynamically.
This is especially the case in a new profession.
In the light of these indications, can it be said that cost accounting has come
of age?

After deliberating on and studying this question several years, I am

compelled to an answer which is at least fifty per cent, "No." This article highlights my reasons for drawing this conclusion. However, perhaps the points
at which the profession still falls short can be taken in better stride if we first
sustain ourselves with the factors favoring an affirmative answer.
N O V E M B E R , 1951
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Vignettes from Cost Accounting History
Probably the factor which lends most dignity and standing to the cost accounting profession is its long and eventful but slow evolution. Every recognized profession likes to take pride in its lineage, as it were. In spite of a
wide - spread belief to the contrary, the roots of cost accounting go far back into
recorded history. While many persons have the impression that cost accounting
is a rather newly - developed offspring from its parent, the general accounting
process, this view is erroneous. Cost accounting has been going through its
growing pains for many scores of years. Nor did cost accounting have its origin
in the rise of the factory system during the so- called industrial revolution which
began in England in the latter part of the eighteenth century. It undoubtedly
received a major impetus from that era, but many cost accounting practices and
theories are much older. In fact, they date back to about the fourteenth century
when, as a result of the growth of Italian, English, Flemish, and German commerce, small industrial enterprises began to be established by various individuals
and partnerships to engage in the production of the few staples of that time,
such as woolens, books, coins and wine.
It was also in that century that double -entry bookkeeping had its early development, a very happy coincidence since it soon became urgently needed for
the systems of accounts required in cases where transactions were frequent and
where carefully -kept records were a prime requisite. Almost from the very
beginning of double -entry bookkeeping, there is evidence that the records maintained by the firms of the day were tinged with a cost accounting point of view.
Cost accountants, therefore, need not feel that their profession is any "upstart" which has no extended historical prestige associated with it. This does
not mean, however, that there were in those early centuries full -grown cost
systems such as we have today. Rather, what is meant is that the need for cost
accounting was recognized by the originators of double -entry and that cost
accounting has had a natural concomitant growth with that of its larger parent,
the general accounting process.
For example, one of the first developments in cost accounting took place in
the time of Henry VII of England (1485 -1509) when a large number of small
central workshop owners, being resentful of the many guild restrictions, moved
to the country villages from the cities and established industrial communities,
hoping to be able to sell their finished products through other channels than
the organized guilds. Costing had not been as essential among this group of
producers so long as all their industrial and selling activities were regulated
by the highly monopolistic guilds but (similar to more modern experience),
288
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when the owners of small central workshops found themselves competing not
only against the guilds but also among themselves, more accurate records of
costs became imperative and almost a prerequisite for success.
Other examples of the use of cost accounts at a very early date may also be
cited. For one, the prominent Fugger family of Central Europe at one time
controlled the prolific silver and copper mines of Tyrol and Carinthia, along
with a foundry. As early as 1577 the accounting records at one of the mines
contained the following accounts: ore, lead, mine and foundry, general expenses, smelting, freight and transport, and iron and iron slack trade. There
is no evidence that these accounts were used in the modern cost -flow sense but
there are references to "cost of production" and "prime costs." In a later year
one of the smelter accounts was charged with the cost of operating the smelter
while it was credited for shipments. Twenty -three different items were listed
as debits and the credit side contained nine separate types of entries. It is
obvious that there was nothing simple about this.
Still other examples of early interest in cost accounting could be cited but
enough has been indicated to show that certain modern cost techniques and
practices had their origin in the period 140 0 -1 60 0. Even the purposes of the
early systems appear modern in that they were set up ( 1 ) to establish accounting control over the steps of production and ( 2 ) to curb waste in the use of
materials and labor. It should not be concluded, however, that the types of
cost accounts cited above were adopted by many of the comparatively small
industrial firms of that time. A more accurate conclusion is probably to the
contrary, in that the business units which did so were not representative of the
age but simply forerunners.

The Emergence of Modern Cost Problems
Nevertheless, the examples which have been given are important as they
indicate early recognition of the adaptability of the science of double -entry
bookkeeping. With the rapid growth of the engineering, coal mining, and
textile industries in the latter part of the eighteenth century, a number of economic problems arose, principally in connection with the large amounts of
capital sunk in plant equipment and transportation facilities. Several of these
problems are still pertinent and require the complex cost records found in
many firms today. For the sake of emphasis, a few may be enumerated:
1. An adequate supply of raw material and
the records pertaining thereto would be
wanted by the managers, as it was soon
NOVEMPER, 1951

recognized that too much inventory
could be kept on hand.
2. The larger payments made to employees
289

required a system which would tend to
diminish payroll frauds or errors.
3. The problem of depreciation became
much more important in view of the
more costly equipment used and the obsolescence factor.
4. In view of the keen competition which
began to prevail, it was essential that

the managers know to what extent prices
could be lowered in dull seasons and yet
cover the already familiar prime costs. In
other words, variable and fixed costs became significant even at that early date.
5. The transfer of product from process to
process needed to be watched and recorded carefully, with the costs being
compared from period to period.

Many other cost problems of like nature arose, not only in the iron and
steel industry but in other industries as well. For example, the accounting for
machinery producers (steam engines, textile, and railway equipment) offered
many interesting perplexities, especially since it was the custom to estimate
costs and tender bids to prospective buyers. What was more logical than to
take the next step, that is, after accepting a contract for a certain project, to
keep some sort of collective details to provide information for more reliable
future estimates? Obviously, this is what is known today as job -order costing.
All of the later familiar controversies concerning the allocation of burden
to jobs, whether to include imputed interest as a cost, handling of scrap, and
the co- ordination of the cost and general financial records, can be traced to the
same source. By- product and joint -cost problems also became increasingly important as industrial chemistry gained a foothold in the early 1800's. In addition, the extension of railway systems combined practically all costing problems,
such as depreciation, large burden costs, shop costs, joint costs, and the control
of far -flung, integrated business organizations.
Most of these problems are still with us, emphasizing that the development
of cost accounting has been a very gradual process and the tracing of its early
evolution is made difficult by the fact that the persons who worked on the
problems in the nineteenth century seem not to have the type who wrote down,
to any large extent, their ideas and techniques.
Professional Unity, Growth in Numbers
The second factor which might be cited to indicate that cost accounting has
come of age, is the existence of the National Association of Cost Accountants,
which provides the means whereby individual efforts are unified into a single
educational force. Moreover, the Association's literature is widely read and
quoted. When the members of any profession have banded together for furtherance of their common objectives, there is a presumption of maturity—or
approach to it —which would not be present in the absence of such a pooling
of interests for mutual advancement.
A third factor of more limited significance, contributing to an affirmative
290
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answer to the question dealt with in this article, is the circumstance that the
number of people engaged in cost accounting activities is no longer inconsequential. There are probably more than fifty thousand persons in the United
States, and perhaps an equally large number in other countries, who are concerned daily with responsibilities associated with cost work. This is, indeed,
an imposing number. In itself, it has little significance. However, there would
be greater difficulty in contending that the profession has come of age if its
size were less impressive.

"No" May Be the Answer

non

qua

sine

So much for the factors which would indicate that cost accounting has come
of age. Attention may now be turned to the negative responses associated with
the question. These will be, by their very nature, perhaps more challenging
than the "yes" factors, since they constitute deficiencies which, in my opinion,
can be overcome or remedied in the next few years if they are sufficiently stressed
in our objectives and programs of action.
The first "no" factor is concerned with the comparatively little interest which
cost accountants as professional people have shown in searching for and formulating an adequate body of cost principles, standards, concepts, and terminology
to constitute, so to speak, our common law and language. In connection with
the full realization of every profession, it is a
that its members
should take a continuous interest in developing a coherent, integrated, and
rational statement of fundamental principles upon which their practice is built.
The legal profession, for example, has been diligent in doing just this ever
since the days of Blackstone. Our own efforts have been quite feeble compared
with those exerted by the professions which are contemporary with ours.
It should be noted, however, that finkncial accounting has become aware of
the need for and the significance of a statement of terminology and fundamental tenets only in the past two decades. I believe that we have an equal
need for constructive thought in the same direction. Yet relatively little attention has been given to it.
While there are many cost accountants who view their work as being wholly
pragmatic and who take the position that the ferreting out of fundamental
concepts and principles is adscititious and adventitious, I take an opposite stand.
In the process of formulating principles and terminology, we not only add to
our professional stature but we also strengthen our public relations program.
I believe strongly in the benefits which can and should flow from this type of
professional activity.
NOVEMBER, 1951
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The second "no" factor is concerned with the relatively little textbook writing or preparation of classroom material done by cost practitioners in the past
three decades. In order to present information to the younger people, and to
instruct them properly for careers in industrial accounting, instructors need
constantly an inflow of "live" material from the pens of successful practitioners.
In the other professions, there are many outstanding examples of current, down to -earth writings for class use by men who are out on the "firing line." But
with the exception of one or two textbooks, most practitioners have been too
busy in recent years to take the time to fill the gap that exists between classroom theory and practice.
This matter of the lack of effective and live teaching material is especially
acute on the intermediate and advanced levels, as anyone who teaches will confirm. I do not think that we should refer to ourselves as having "come of age"
until this deficiency has been overcome and remedied. Professional people
se

per

should be willing to spend the time and energy necessary to prepare
classroom material of all kinds (cases, problems, and test discussions) which
would serve the purpose of passing on to the succeeding generation what is
worth preserving. They should also be more willing to accept teaching posts.
In this connection, in the earlier years of the development of cost accounting
in this country, eminent practitioners of the day did most of the textbook writing. Names like F. E. Webner, A. Hamilton Church, J. Lee Nicholson, H. E. Metcalfe, J. P. Jordan, H. L. Arnold, S. H. Bunnell, G. Charter
Harrison, and C. E. Knoeppel standout prominently in the text literature of
cost accounting in the period 1890 -1920. Since that time, despite the present
much larger number of practitioners, we have had conspicuously few textbooks
written by qualified personnel from industry. The remedying of this condition
should be a constant challenge to all cost accountants.
The third feature —and the last to be considered here — contributing to a negative answer to our question is concerned with the fact that we have thus far
developed too few of the hallmarks and amenities customarily associated with
the members of a mature, fully grown, profession. Particularly to be noted is
the all- too - frequently- found, apologetic attitude taken by the cost accountant
toward his work and the service he can render. There should be no such attitude. The professional demeanor, expression, and self- regard of a cost accountant should comprehend a consciousness of function which should engender self confidence in dealing with the significant matters in which he is versed. The
information which he has at hand and the media of interpretation for which he
is responsible are in the critical area of good management.
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Indirect Labor Measurement and Standardization
by J. WILLIAM GAVETT
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
Inter- building messenger service forms the case example used in this
article to illustrate the contention that indirect labor is serviceably
measurable and to point up recommendations made and cautions given.
The need for and advantages of progress in indirect labor standardization are given attention.

the spectre of a third world war. Once
T again great pressures are beingwithexerted
on our material, personnel, and proODAY WE ARE CON FR ON T E D

ductive capacities. The character of this new economic burden is in some ways
unique to us. First, these economic exigencies may last over a relatively long
period of time. All -out, short -term requirements are not the problem. Secondly,
we must maintain a certain level of production for civilian or domestic needs
as well as for the prolonged military wants of our nation and her allies. A state
of emergency exists and speed is not the only nor major requisite to superiority
in productivity.
If ever management controls were needed to guide our productive operations,
they are needed right now. We cannot revert to any indiscriminate or extravagant productive procedures to meet this emergency. It would be fallacious and
dangerous to neglect or disregard conservation of materials, machines and men.
Controls, once installed to meet the trials of domestic competition, must now
serve us to face this long -term crisis of a strained labor supply, material shortages, and overtaxed facilities. This is a challenge faced jointly by the cost accountant and industrial engineer.
It is the purpose of this paper to discuss one area of manpower conservation —
the control of indirect labor —and to present a particular instance having some
degree of general significance, in which measurement methods were successfully
brought to bear. The topic will be approached more from the viewpoint of the
methods engineer than that of the cost analyst. However, this does not lessen
its pertinence to the cost accountant. Labor budgets and standard costs may be
the criteria for organizational efficiency. They depend, in part, on methods of
work measurement for their basic accuracy. Also, from a supervisory position,
the cost accountant may be involved in office procedures. Here lie is interested
in bases for estimating, planning, scheduling, and controlling clerical requirements.
NOVE MB ER , 1951
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Indirect Labor —Definitions and Viewpoints
To the accountant, probably the most familiar description of indirect labor
is that labor associated with production which, because it cannot be accurately
related to direct labor hours on specific operations, must be averaged over groupings of indirect labor hours. It is carried on the books as overhead expense to
be applied to product cost at a predetermined rate. Another definition of indirect labor is that labor which does not directly alter the properties of the
principal product being manufactured or add value to it. Under this more general description, indirect labor may or may not be associated directly with production. That is, it may be overhead or sales and administrative expense. It is
simply labor which is not direct.
It is this latter definition which the writer prefers to consider as background
for this discussion, not because it is more inclusive or accurate, but because it
is the conception more readily accepted by the methods or time -study engineer.
Setup men, inspectors, material handlers, shippers, maintenance crews, tool crib
clerks, etc. are representative of indirect labor allied with the productive
process. Under the classification of administrative labor are office help, truck
drivers, messengers, cafeteria help, etc. To the method engineer these are all
forms of indirect labor which invariably imply to him one particular fact —difficulty of measurement and standardization. As far as many industrial engineers
are concerned, indirect labor connotes nonproductive labor to be left to the
chance control of its immediate supervision. To the accountant, indirect labor
means labor on day rates to be collected as an overhead or general expense. To
top management, if indirect labor hours and costs are collected and classified
in an indefinite fashion, the term will convey only a vague idea of the actual
content of indirect labor.
If standard costs or a budgetary control system is in effect, the situation will
be better. Indirect labor may then receive attention in the form of dollar and
hour standards based on estimates (sound or otherwise) or upon past records
supplemented by the judgment of the analysts. In this area cost accountants
have led the field in standardizing indirect labor. Many published articles have
indicated the concern of accountants for controlling the costs of this labor and
have depicted carefully planned programs for its standardization.
However, in many cases, standard cost systems have not been so constructed
as to rely on precisely measured performance with respect to indirect labor and,
therefore, possess certain weaknesses. They are based on the efficiency of labor
performance under past methods of operation and are only as valid as the element of judgment incorporated in them. What is more important to the in294
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dustrial engineer, no specific quantitative basis is provided for the direct control
of indirect labor, a basis which time studies provide for direct labor operations.
As will be suggested later, statistical methods do afford a somewhat objective
means of measurement for indirect labor but they should supplement rather
than replace the more precise engineering studies.
A Record of Relative Neglect
Why has not the time study engineer given more attention to measuring indirect labor, using the tools and techniques which have given him such excellent
quantitative data on direct labor? As one writer stated it, "Why do we calculate direct labor cost to the fourth decimal place and spread indirect around
with a shovel ?" (Phil Carroll, Jr., "Why Neglect Incentives For Indirect
Labor ?" Management Review, January 1949). Of course, it should not be supposed that indirect labor has been entirely neglected. Many firms have made excellent progress in this field but more should and can be accomplished.
Some of the more important reasons for lack of attention may be cited as
follows:
Direct labor operations are usually repetit:ve in nature, following a given consistent, cyclical pattern which can be
easily measured, whereas indirect labor
operations in many cases are less readily
standardized or measured. It is difficult
to segregate the steps of the work into
a measurable pattern and to find a suitable base or unit of measurement.
2 The measurement of indirect labor functions may take a relatively long time.
Over and above that, considerable methods engineering manhours would be consumed in compiling standard data and
classifying this data in such form that
standard operating procedures or incentive plans for indirect labor may be
originated and installed. Also, a failure
in an indirect incentive plan due to improper or hasty measuring and planning
may be much more costly to correct than
the altering of inaccuracies built into a
direct labor incentive plan. These factors deter some firms, especially the
smaller ones, from attempting formal
study of indirect labor.
3. Professional time -study work has not been
eagerly accepted by either labor or, in
some cases, by management until the
last ten years. The battle for recognition through applications to direct labor
has been difficult enough without attempting the nebulous area of indirect
labor processes.
NOVEMBER, 1951

4. Adherents to time study have concentrated on increasing the efficiency of
their techniques. Research has been particularly directed toward the question
of rating or leveling worker performance
to normal rather than toward the problem of allowances and indirect labor.
S. The term, time study, has been too
closely associated with incentive pay
systems. Although incentive plans based
on time studies may be inappropriate to
certain indirect labor jobs, production
standard data for indirect labor would,
in itself, be extremely valuable to the
supervisor as well as to the cost analyst.
6. Some incentive systems for indirect labor, based on group studies or ratios of
indirect to direct labor or on bonus
plans, have met with failure. This has
raised further barriers to the idea of
measuring indirect labor.
7. Many indirect labor operations in a manufacturing concern are similar to the
activities of labor in nonmanufacturing establishments, such as distributing
houses, service organizations, institutions,
etc. Relatively little has been done or
publicized in the way of motion and
time study in these fields. If more had
been done, manufacturers might have
been encouraged to attempt more study
of their indirect labor.
295

Time Studying Messenger Service
It is plain that we cannot pre- suppose existing adequate measurement techniques or bases for production standardization of indirect labor jobs as we go
about the practical task of providing both these elements in a particular case.
We must start from first principles. Now to be offered is a case study of a
successful attempt to measure an indirect labor job —the performance of the
messenger service of a large manufacturing firm with which the writer had personal experience —and from this study to arrive at some general inferences.
The manufacturing organization consisted of some sixty buildings located
over an area of several square miles. The messenger service staff consisted of
seven boys stationed in a centrally located building. The messengers, under the
direction of a dispatcher- foreman, delivered and picked up special mail and
small packages among these sixty buildings. Some buildings and offices used
the service more than others.
The messengers were already on a group incentive plan prior to the study.
This plan seemed inadequate for various reasons. The standard of performance
in use was the time to make a delivery trip to or among the buildings. (There
was no control over the volume of work, so this could not provide a good unit
of measure.) A single standard time applied to a trip anywhere within the confines of the firm plus an allowance for each additional call during the trip. Upon
making a trip the dispatcher would record the buildings served on the time card
and time -punch the boy in and out of the messenger office.
The study of this indirect labor process consisted of the following major
steps:
I. The analyst first followed the messengers
for several days merely to ascertain the
general nature of the operation.
2. As previously indicated, the existing time
cards showed the trips and calls made
by each messenger throughout the day.
These cards were studied over a two week period to find out which buildings
used the service most and what routes
were used between buildings. The routes
were easily determined from the sequence of messages delivered and from
the use of a plant map, coupled with
familiarity with the job.
3. Time studies were made of the time
spent by the messengers within the
buildings while picking up or delivering
an item. These time studies were made
296

by the same general methods as are used
on direct labor jobs. The job was broken
down into elements showing the time
spent in corridor travel, elevators, and
offices. Conditions of the job were recorded, such as floors traveled, doors
used, and stair flights ascended or descended. Each operator was rated for
performance with respect to effort. The
number of studies taken in each building
depended on the frequency with which
each utilized the messenger service, as
indicated by the time card analysis.
Those buildings using the service most
were studied until some statistical consistency showed up in the time values.
4. Walking times between buildings were
derived from standard walking times,
using a scaled map to get distances.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

From Destination Standards to Zone Standards
The data obtained from the above steps were an excellent aid to establishing
standard performance for supervisory and cost control. The study could have
terminated at that point, but this company wished to go one step further and
work the standard times into a form serviceable for an incentive system. For
this purpose, the process or operational pattern had to be established in order
to describe or define the job in the smallest quantitative elements possible, that
is, something similar to the repetitive nature of the direct labor operation had
to be determined.
In this particular instance, there were three major factors which gave a pattern to the job. First, the foreman was dispatching the messengers according
to an informal zoning system. Inasmuch as most messages were carried from
centrally - located buildings to buildings roughly on the perimeter of the total
plant area and then back again to the central zone, the foreman had zoned the
perimeter into three zones. It was also a fact that the flow of messages was
always from the central zone to any one of the outside zones but never from
one outside zone to another. Secondly, as mentioned before, there was a consistency of routes used and buildings served. Thirdly, there was a somewhat
repetitive nature to the elements of the job of delivering or picking up a message within a building.
With a pattern thus determined, the data had to be classified in some manner
to establish a zone standard time. A standard time was needed for a trip from
the central zone to any of the perimeter zones and a standard for making a call
within each zone. For this purpose, use was made of an especially prepared
frequency -time chart. This chart was constructed like the mileage chart on the
back of a road map. A portion of the chart is illustrated by Exhibit 1. The
building numbers were listed both across the top and down the side. Walking
times between buildings were entered in the appropriate squares. To this time
was added the standard time spent in the building to which the trip was being
made. For instance, it took a messenger 2.10 minutes to go from Building 2
to Building 9 and .80 minutes, on the average, would be spent in Building 9
delivering or picking up the message.
The chart, when complete, showed a standard trip time for every building
to every other building. As further study information, the number in the upper
left hand corner of each square represented the number of times a trip was
made in the two weeks covered. However, although the chart contained a
standard time to deliver a message from any building to any other building, the
NOVEMBER, 1951
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FREQUENCY -TIME CHART
Messenger Service Standard Trip T imes Between Buildings
TRIP TO THIS BUILDING +
zone

4

II
9
9.00
-i- (5.10)

40
-}-

17 10.00
- (5.10)
15.10
22 5.00
- (5.I0)

12.10

zone 2

zone 3

zone I

zone I

9

4

3

2

I
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Standard fo r Tr ip from Zone I to Zone 4 =
weighted ave ra ge of a ll trips from buildings in zone I to buildings in zone 4.
Std. =
40 X 3.80 + 9 X 14.10 + 31 X 2. 90 + 17 X 15.10 etc. etc .
40 + 9 -t- 31 + 17 etc. etc.

EXHIBIT 1

implied next steps of setting an incentive on a building to building basis was
considered too elaborate a process. The system was easily simplified by obtaining astandard for zones and calls. This was done by taking a weighted average
of all route times concerned with each zone.
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Specific Results
Some interesting results came from this study. The group standard, which
had been set many years previously, proved to be inaccurate and was replaced
by individual incentives under the new setup. The old system had been operating at about sixty to seventy per cent efficiency i.e. four men could do the
work of seven. The foreman was given a better basis for control and for estimating the immediate manhours at any given time. The messengers had greater
take home pay. Finally, an excellent chart of standard walking data was built
up for possible use on other indirect jobs involving intra -plant walking.
The Broader Significance of the Study

This case study is presented not as offering a special technique but because
it is indicative of some of the problems met in this type of methods engineering work. It also provides a basis for further discussion toward some conclusions relative to the whole business of indirect labor measurement. In the first
place, it takes a comparatively long time to do a careful and adequate job. In
this instance, one time -study man worked three months up to the point at which
the incentive plan was ready to be installed. just as more complex machinery
demands greater initial investment, so do more complex standard systems for
labor. In this case the investment paid off.
A relatively extensive plan to study indirect labor need not have a predetermined goal. The study of the messengers could have been concluded at any
point along its course and still have given management valuable insight into
one aspect of labor control. Individual incentives need not have been the unalterable goal toward which the studies could proceed, even though it is advisable to culminate the studies in an incentive system where possible. However, when considering an incentive plan as the apex of the study, the results
will not appear until the study has progressed to a certain point. In the case
study given, a plan could not have been formulated until study of past records
and watch values showed the degree of consistency necessary to build up a
work pattern on which incentive standards could be set.
Extreme caution must be exercised in developing indirect labor production
or incentive standards by time -study methods. The job should be done only
by competent methods engineers who are familiar with the conventional tools of
the trade. Ample time should be given to testing any incentive plan before
it is put into operation. In the case outlined, several entire days were spent in
making a careful check of the plan. Once in operation, the program must be
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carefully followed up to ascertain any weaknesses before they can cause trouble,
particularly in the realm of human relations.
Although an indirect labor job may, on the surface, seem extremely complex,
it can often be simplified by proper methods of classifying or recording the job
pattern —the frequency -time chart being a case in point. There is a caution
here, too. It is a law in methods engineering that methods improvements should
precede timing and standardization. This law is as applicable to indirect labor
studies as to direct labor studies. It is, in fact, more important in proportion
to the job as a whole. In studying the messengers, preliminary consideration
had to be given to the way the job was done. Who was using the service and
why? Could bicycles be used instead of walking? What were the most efficient,
safe routes to use? When should an elevator be used in preference to stairs?
These were methods questions considered before the timing was undertaken.
The question of quality control and its standardization is of much importance
with indirect labor jobs. It is often beyond the scope of exact definition and
measurement. Often a quality factor may be introduced into the incentive plan,
based on the immediate supervisor's rating of job performance, but this can
lead to complications. More often, quality is a matter which should be left up
to the supervisor to control.
Statistical methods may be introduced into the analysis with certain advantage. Statistical analysis of a large number of time studies can show the reliability of the times in reaching a consistent pattern. This is important in
indicating the number of studies which must be taken of a specific indirect labor
operation where consistency is not so apparent. Somewhat in this connection,
since some of the data built into an incentive plan are based on averages of
times —such as the within - building times in the messenger study —the workers'
earnings must average out over the course of several days before efficiency can
be measured. In other words, individual efficiency is not discernible until
enough task cycles have been completed for the average to take effect. This
may make a plan objectionable to the worker until he sees the effect of the
average.
Measurement of Indirect Labor Promises Benefits
The thesis that much of indirect labor may be directly and precisely measured and standardized has been developed here, but the methods engineer can
revert to no ' fast rules. Each type of indirect labor demands a different technique of measuring, recording, classifying and standardizing. Nevertheless,
different techniques may have underlying similarities. The method of measur300
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ing messenger output may be used in part to measure the production of maintenance crews or truck drivers or material handlers. Similarly, a study of tool
room operations may suggest ways and means of measuring maintenance jobs.
Many questions have been passed over in this article, with respect to the
problem of indirect labor. Formal research could answer some of them. What
is the ratio of indirect labor hours to direct hours within a given industry? How
many firms are now attempting to establish indirect standards by time -study
methods? What techniques are they using and what general principles may be
derived from this common experience?
Management stands to gain many benefits through the measurement of indirect labor by time studies. Supervision will be provided with a sound . basis
for more active control of such labor and possibly of indirect materials as well.
Studies may indicate possibilities for utilization of a given type of labor on
various grades of jobs.
This is important because specialization of indirect labor is necessarily a
costly practice. One example will serve. A company in the glass industry, recognizing this fact, devised a scheme of having its night watchmen start heavy
heating equipment in the early hours of the morning so that it would be ready
for direct operators to start production as soon as they arrived on the job. In
such ways and many others, planning, scheduling, and production control all
require fuller study of the subject of indirect labor.
In the last analysis, it is the industrial engineer's job to devise techniques
of measurement, formulate plans, and effect standard systems of control, but
the cost accountant can do much to determine the relative importance of standardizing indirect labor, aided by pertinent cost figures. He can also do much
to motivate management and the engineer to investigate and execute plans for
the control of indirect labor.
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Cost Control in the U. S. Air Force
JACK M. MacGREGOR
Captain,
United States Air Force

ROBERT H. VAN VOORHIS
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Associate Professor of Accounting,
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There is t work performance reporting program in the U. S. Air
Force, bared on operating standards developed for functional activities
at individual installations and utilized for cost control by keeping track
of performance ratings and relating actual costs to standards. The
present article features a description of this program together with an
outline of Air Force organization as related to cost responsibilities, col•
lection, and reporting.
N 1909 THE WRIGHT BROTHERS

awarded a contract by the U. S. Army
Ito build a "heavier than air flyingweremachine"
and train two officers to fly it.
From this modest beginning, the Air Force grew in size and complexity at an
ever - increasing rate. By 1944 it had reached a strength of 2,385,000 men and,
during that year, it was charged with appropriations of $23,655,998,000.
Within thirty -five years of its inception it was counting its aircraft in the tens
of thousands, its men in the millions, and its annual appropriations in the
billions.
The Need for a Cost Control System In the USAF
While the Air Force was a small, relatively compact organization, its "top management" could base its policies and decisions largely on first -hand knowledge and personal observation. But with its tremendous expansion into a worldwide organization, the Air Force became much too large for the personal supervision of its senior officers, and this necessitated some type of management by
remote control.
Basically, the managerial control problem of the Air Force corresponds to
that of a large industrial corporation. However, there are several important
differences in the means by which the two types of management should obtain
good control. Also, the motives for cost control, while basically not unlike,
are differently understood. Industrial cost control systems must detect excessive
costs and provide management with these and other essential data upon which
to base their decisions in order to maximize profits. In a governmental unit, the
use of a cost control system is not stimulated by the profit motive but by the
need for greater efficiency, so that the taxpayers' burdens may be less.
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Within the Federal government, managerial cost accounting has generally
been subordinated to a traditional system which is of little value for managerial purposes. However, scientific management, whether in industry or in
government, demands fact - motivated action. The facts, especially cost facts,
can be supplied only through a suitable system of accounting and reporting.
The Air Force, therefore, needs a cost control system to provide commanders
with figures which accurately reflect the results of policy and which provide a
sound basis alike for the evaluation of past performance and the determination
of future action.
Traditional Lack of Cost Consciousness in the Military
The competitive nature of American industries, coupled with their motivation for profit, tends automatically to create an atmosphere of cost consciousness.
On the other hand, military commanders are usually judged in the light of
physical accomplishment. The commanders think in physical terms and their
records have long been kept in physical units. The materiel and personnel
expended to accomplish a mission (but not their dollar costs) are weighed
against the resulting military benefits. During actual war particularly, matters
of dollar cost fade into insignificance when compared with the necessity for
victory and the acute problems of allocating scarce resources.
Upon the termination of World War II, the Air Force top command began
to realize the need for maximum effectiveness in the use of every dollar appropriated by the Congress. To this end, the first cost reporting system appeared in
1945. With major revisions in 1946, 1947, and 1948, the cost control reporting
system has become one of the most important control devices in the USAF.
The basic accounting- reporting management control agencies of the Air Force
fall into the following five categories: Budget and fiscal, finance and disbursing, programming, statistical reporting, and cost reporting.
The Cost Control Reporting Organization
Headquarters USAF—The USAF has three general levels of command: headquarters USAF, major and intermediate, and operational wing base. The chief
accounting officer of the Air Force is the deputy chief of staff, comptroller. He
is on a level with the deputy chiefs of staff for operations, personnel, development and materiel. This relationship is shown in Exhibit 1.
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EXHIBIT 1
T h e d e p u t y c h i e f o f st a ff, c o m p t r o l l e r , ha s fo u r m a j o r fu nc ti on a l direct ora tes

within his organization: program standards and cost control, statistical services,
budget, and finance. Each of these major divisions is headed by a director.
The comptroller also has on his staff a budget advisory committee, an executive
officer, an assistant for plans, an assistant for field management, and an auditor
general.
The director of program standards and cost control has three major func304
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tional divisions within his organization. These are the planning research division, the progress analysis division, and the cost control division. The cost
control division is that agency in headquarters USAF specifically charged with
operating the cost control reporting system. It is composed of four branches,
personnel, materiel, operations, and comptroller, each having cost control jurisdiction within the area suggested by its name.
The comptroller branch has certain coordinating and controlling functions
foreign to its parallel agencies. It evaluates Air Force management analyses
submitted by subordinate echelons, disseminates pertinent portions to appropriate branches, staff sections, and commands, and coordinates the cost control
division's analyses. It also develops and maintains all procedures for the collection and presentation of cost information.
Major and Intermediate Air Commands —The second general level of the
cost control reporting system, that of the major and intermediate air commands,
is organized and charged functionally in the same general manner as headquarters USAF. At this level the wing base reports are consolidated, analyzed,
presented to the responsible commanders, and then forwarded to headquarters
USAF. This level is also charged with the supervision and audit of lower
echelons' cost control systems.
Wing Bases —The wing bases are the actual operational units. A wing base is
usually commanded by a general officer, who has a staff similar to the higher
headquarters, with four major staff officers operating in the areas of personnel,
materiel, operations, and comptroller, as shown in Exhibit 2.
A wing base comptroller is his commander's principal management advisor.
He evaluates results in relation to costs and recommends action to the end that
manpower, funds, and materiel may be utilized in the most efficient and economical manner consistent with the assigned mission. The wing base comptroller has a minimum of three generally assigned functions: accounting and
disbursing, management analysis, and reporting. Each functional area is organized as a section in charge of an assistant. Of these, the assistant in charge of
management analysis is the officer specifically charged with operating the cost
control reporting system at the wing base level. He is responsible to the comptroller for the proper preparation of the cost control reports and for the analyses and recommendations pertaining thereto.
Development of Functional Costs
The USAF has a uniform cost control reporting system for headquarters
USAF, all major and subordinate air commands, wings, bases, and sub -bases in
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EXHIBIT 2

the continental United States and overseas. The cost reports are used to promote sound management control by furnishing areas of positive command action
at all echelons and to allow comprehensive budget support in terms of workload. The costs are collected by functions rather than by organizations, because of the heterogeneous and ever - changing nature of Air Force organizations
in the face of military necessity. Regardless of the organizational structure,
certain functions are common to all. Through this functional approach, comparability is secured and Air Force -wide standards can be developed. For example, the functional units for wings, bases, and depots are as follows:
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I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Commander and staff
Administration services
Medical
Maintenance and supply
Mission — Tactical or training

6.
7.
8.
9.

Mission —Depot maintenance
Mission — Depot supply
Special mission
Tenant

The individual functions which are grouped to make up each of these functional units are too numerous for detailed listing here. To illustrate a typical
case, the functions which comprise the medical unit function are these:
I. Medical administration
2. Supplies — Hospital
3. Subtotal — Medical overhead
4 . Dental services
5. Medical, surgical, and other services
6. X -Ray services
7. Laboratory

8. Pharmacy
9. Preventive medicine
10. Flight surgeon
I I . Dietetic service
12. Patient welfare service
13. Subtotal — Medical service
14. Total — Medical

In addition to the functional units, two other principal groups of accounts
are used: undistributed charges and additional charges. The first is a group
of accounts used to collect costs which cannot fairly be charged to any of the
functional accounts. Rental allowances are a typical example. To the second
group of accounts are charged costs which may be construed as non - recurring,
not applicable to the report period, or more properly a general charge to the
Air Force rather than a direct charge to the reporting installation. Reenlistment bonuses are a typical example of the costs which make up the additional
charges.
To help insure uniformity, the Air Force has established a detailed chart
of accounts for its cost control reporting system. These accounts are established
by the deputy chief of staff, comptroller, and may be changed only with his
approval. The master decimal code may be subdivided, however, by the use of
a two -digit suffix code after the established code numbers, in order to allow
comptrollers in lower echelons to maintain more detailed classifications than
are required in the higher levels of command. To illustrate the annotated style
of this chart of accounts, the itemization of one of the medical functional
accounts is shown:
03102 DENTAL SERVICE. Costs of the professional dental staff, nurses, hygienists,
technicians, and all other personnel engaged in functions pertaining to dental surgery,
oral surgery, dental roentgenology, oral hygiene, and prosthetics. All expendable dental
supplies including gold and amalgam, false teeth, and dental X•Ray films will be posted
in column "all others ".
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The Cost Reporting Forms and Their Preparation
The cost control report is prepared on two basic forms. The Cost Control
Report — Payroll (Exhibit 3) indicates the number and pay of civilians, officers,
and enlisted men for each account code. The Cost Control Report, illustrated
in Exhibit 4, shows for each account code the total cost broken down according
to total payroll, miscellaneous charges, contractual services, and supplies. The
supplies are listed by their "origin of issue" classification as Air Force, Quartermaster, Engineer, fuels and lubricants, and all other.
The several account titles listed in the report forms partially illustrated in
Exhibits 3 and 4 pertain to wing or base, depot, or sub -base levels. One arrangement of these forms has a preprinted list of all of the account titles suitCOST CONTROL REPORT — PAYROLL

EXHIBIT 3

able for operations at these levels. Each of the two basic report forms requires
eight pages. A second set of forms is preprinted with the accounts required for
headquarters USAF and for headquarters of major and subordinate air commands. Each of the two basic forms in this set requires four pages. A third
blank, with no preprinted account titles, is used by special missions, tenants,
and stand -bys, since these operations require only a few particular accounts,
which are written in as needed.
The cost control reports are prepared by each headquarters, wing, base, and
sub -base for each calendar month. They are compiled by the cost reporting
office of each installation from data furnished by the respective responsible
officers. A few examples may be mentioned. The accounting and disbursing
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officer reports on the cost of military pay and allowances, contractual services
(other than air installations), and all charges not otherwise specified. The
civilian personnel officer is responsible for the total civilian payroll. The
surgeon must report on medical supplies and hospital subsistence. The salvage
officer must keep track of the sale of scrap and surplus property.
Ch ar gi n g Pa y ro ll a n d Ma t er iel
The costs accumulated and placed upon the cost control reports are limited
to charges against appropriated funds, including open allotments. The costs
included are for the most part operating items over which the respective commanders have control and for which they must prepare and justify budget
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EXHIBIT 4

estimates. Some costs, such as the military payroll, although paid from open
allotments and not controllable by the commanders, are included in order that
effective administrative control over these costs may be maintained. The cost
control reporting system does not cover the total costs of operation, since no
provision is made for depreciation, transportation of supplies from manufacturer to their first destination, and the like.
In distributing payrolls, personnel are charged to the function requiring over
fifty per cent of their time. A sampling is made on the fifteenth of every month
to determine the number, grade, and workplace of the personnel. Overtime pay
of civilians and certain military allowances are treated as undistributed charges
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in order to eliminate the detailed work and cost which their distribution to
functions would require.
All materiel except complete aircraft and aircraft engines is costed and actual
expenditures or usage for the calendar month are included in the cost report.
Materiel is classified into three broad categories:. nonexpendable, expendable
recoverable, and expendable nonrecoverable. Expendable nonrecoverable items
are charged to expense when issued from service stock to the using organization.
As a general rule, nonexpendable and expendable recoverable materiel is accounted for in physical units and not costed to an organization until salvaged
or destroyed. Thus an item such as an automobile would be charged at cost new
to the organization using it at the time it was salvaged or destroyed, regardless
of where it had been used throughout its useful life. All repairs are treated
as a current charge to the organization using the repaired item.

The Work Performance Program
The Air Force has developed its work performance program in an effort to
obtain maximum utilization of the cost control report data. For each function
to be studied, a suitable work unit must be selected. Twenty-five functional
standards have already been established for Air Force -wide use, based upon
historical cost data as adjusted on the basis of informed expert opinion. These
standards are considered preliminary, tentative, and subject to revision when
actual operations show them to be invalid.
In developing these standards, it became evident that a single dollar standard could not validly be applied to all installations, due to the variations in size
and activity of different locations. A sliding scale of standards has, therefore,
been developed for many functions, the standards varying according to the
appropriate quantitative base as, for example, number of military personnel at
the installation.
A work performance rating is developed each month for each function for
which a standard has been set, comparing the actual unit cost shown on the
cost control report with the applicable standard and presenting the result in the
form of an index number, according to this formula:
Work Performance Rating = Standard cost per work unit X
100
Actual cost per work unit
Ratings above 100 indicate better than standard performance. Those below
100 show a failure to meet the established standard.
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A Work Performance Report (Exhibit 5) is prepared each month by each
zone of the interior installation preparing the cost control report (excepting
those of the Air Materiel Command which utilizes a separate, specialized cost
control of its own). These reports are forwarded through channels to the major
air commands where they are consolidated and transmitted to the cost control
division, headquarters USAF. This is done within eighteen working days following the last day of the report month.
One purpose of the work performance report is to provide recurring data
on work performance for the use of operating and planning executives at all
levels of command and staff. A second purpose is to provide non- recurring
data, obtained by request from selected installations, to be used for the selection
of work units and the development of tentative cost standards. It is recognized
WORK PERFORMANCE REPORT
Wing or Base

WORK PERFORMANCE REPORT
Acct'
Code

Group

C1v.

2

Group
17

0

Depot

Total
Cost

Off.

Bnl. Oeaar1pLSon of Work Unl

12

63

Total Military Personnel 15 ,1 98

1

27

Hospital Ratioas Served

11, 507

Organ1zat1on

Location

0

Sub Base p Other
Perf.
Rating

W
Ua
Coet
Number
Accomplinhed Per

Stand
Per

5 , 634

2.69

4.10

152

Std. for
5,000 -6,000

7, 00 0

1. 6 4

1. 71

l0 4

Std. fo r
6,000 -8,000

Command

Period

EXHIBIT 5

that the more nearly the installations using the standards resemble the ones
from which sample data were obtained, the more appropriate those standards
should be as measurements of operating efficiency. It is the intention of headquarters NSAF gradually to retire from all but the summary phase of the cost
control operation, in order to place the burden of responsibility for cost control
on the major commands.
Monthly Cost Analysis
The Air Force requires that each installation submitting a cost control report also submit a monthly analysis as an integral part of its cost report. While
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no standard form is prescribed for these analyses, many installations are preparing them in comparative form. The costs of functional units for the current month are compared with those of the preceding month and the amount of
increase or decrease for each functional unit is shown. These changes are
broken down by cost elements and further analyzed on schedules showing the
increases or decreases for each of the constituent functions of the functional
units. The percentage of the cost of each functional unit to total cost is also
shown for each month.
All significant cost changes are investigated, and there is indicated for each
the action taken, contemplated, or recommended. After being approved by the
comptroller, this monthly analysis is attested to by the commanding officer at
each installation, to make sure that this responsible executive is aware of the
cost results shown.
Special cost studies are made when needed, covering situations brought to
light by the routine analysis of the cost control reports or suggested by the
observations and thinking of qualified staff officers or commanders. Reports
on such studies vary with the level of the executive for whom they are prepared,
following the usual practice of reducing the detail and broadening the scope
for each progressively higher echelon.
Cost Consciousness Related to National Security
The cost control reporting system of the United States Air Force, established
in 1945 and revised in successive years since then, has developed records,
standards, analyses, and reports which have become major management control
devices for this important branch of our great military organization. The
awakening cost consciousness evidenced by this program augers well for a
more efficient and more economical preservation of our national security.
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Research Accounting in an Oil Company
by HUGH CONNOLLY
Manager of Accounting, Gulf Research & Development Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The most workable classifications and groupings of costs for project
cost control and for re- charging or allocation to affiliated companies
(and sometimes to outside parties) are not easy to come by. The
research classification approach and coding used in the author's company, together with the cost reports availed of, are described in this
article.

conduct research exactly alike. This study, confined to

N o the accounting for research at Gulf, may, nevertheless, provide a record of
TWO COMPANIES

experience which will be helpful to others.
Our company is a wholly- owned, non -profit subsidiary of Gulf Oil Corporation, organized to serve as the centralized research department for all its affiliated companies. This group of companies comprises a fully- integrated enterprise
in that they engage in all operations associated with the discovery, production,
transportation, and refining of crude petroleum, as well as the sale of refined
petroleum products to industrial, wholesale, and retail markets.
Organization and Project Classification
The research program includes problems arising from all these varied activities. Organization of research is by divisions, based on the several branches of
science involved and the necessary general service divisions. Exhibit 1 discloses
the divisional setup. However, because the operations of Gulf Oil and its
affiliated companies divide naturally into two categories— discovery, production,
and transportation of crude petroleum and manufacture and sale of refined
products —the condensed functional breakdown by divisions must be supplemented, for cost purposes, by maintenance of costs by more detailed functional
project classifications, each project being designated by a number and descriptive title. In addition, each bears a letter designation indicating to which
operation of the parent corporation its costs should be charged. An illustrative
list is given in Exhibit 2. All expenses of the research company are charged
to affiliated companies as production, pipe line, manufacturing or sales costs.
The first twenty -six projects (not all shown on this list) refer to problems
of a research nature. The last five require separate explanations. Project 27—
Technical Service, provides proper accounting for technical services relating to
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all activities of the corporation. It is important to know the costs of such work
for various reasons, and it is particularly important that these expenses not be
assessed against research work. Project 28— General Research, includes research
and developemnt work which cannot be classified under any of the functional
projects. Project 29— Miscellaneous, relates to items of an overhead nature
such as division supervision, office expense, maintenance and repairs, traveling
expenses and other outlays which cannot properly be charged to either research
or technical services. Project 30— Contracts and Orders, is used for assembling
costs of work, primarily of a service nature, performed on orders either from

DIVISIONAL ORGANIZATION OF RESEARCH OPERATIONS

DIVISION NAMES
Geophysical Operations Division
(Cond ucts research for oil)

LETTER
IDENTIDIVISION NAMES
FICATION
General Service Divisions (Co sts
of which are allocated to t he
foregoing divisions)
Administration and Business
Management
B
Construction and Maintenance
(Buildings, Grounds,
Equipment, etc.)
F
Instrument Shop
S
Instrument Service
H
Design and Drafting
D
Lubricants and Fuels
L

LETTER
IDENTIFICATION
K

Technical Divisions (Conduct problems in research)
Chemistry
C
Engineering
E
Geology
G
Geophysical Research and Development R
Materials and Production Chemistry
M
Physics
p

EXHIBIT 1

an affiliated company or from an outside source. Examples would be the construction of special apparatus for control laboratories at refineries or special
equipment for the operating engineering departments, work performed on government contracts, etc. The costs of such work are billed directly to the customer in accordance with the provisions of a contract or other understanding.
Project 31— Administration and Construction and Maintenance, collects all costs
of the nature indicated, which cannot properly be charged on a direct basis to
any other project.
Sub- Project Classification
It is obvious from the titles of the functional projects shown in Exhibit 2
that they are still very general and broad in scope. They serve adequately for
budget preparation and general supervisory control by research management,
but more specific detail of costs is needed by those having direct supervision
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ILLUSTRATIVE IDENTIFICATION OF PROJECT CLASSIFICATION
PROJECT
NUMBER

PROJECT
CLASSIFICATION

CORPORATE
ACTIVITY
LETTER SYMBOL

*

&

P*
I
Geophysical Equipment
P
2
Geophysical Techniques
P
4
Geophysical Recovery Techniques
P
5
Drilling
P
6
Reservoir Engineering
P
7
Production Engineering
P,M,S,
8
Materials
PL **
34
Pipe Line
M **
9
Polyforming
M
10
Catalytic Cracking
M
12
Synthetic Liquid Fuels Manufacturing
M
14
Hydrogenation
15
M
Catalyst Development
M
16
Miscellaneous New Processes
S * * **
17
Gasoline
S
18
Diesel and Tractor Fuels
S
19
Automobile, Aircraft, Diesel Lubricants
S
20
Industrial Lubricants
S
22
Heating Oils
S
23
Waxes and Petrolatum
S
25
Additive Agents
M
26
Development, Manufacturing of Chemicals
P,PL,M,S
27
Technical Service
P,PL,M,S
28
General Research
P,PL,M,S
29
Miscellaneous
P,PL,M,S
30
Contracts and Orders
P,PL,M,S
31
Construction and Maintenance
Administration
Note: Not All Projects Are Included in the Above List.
Production, ** Pipe Line, * ** Manufacturing, * * ** Sales.

EXHIBIT 2

over work -in process. This detail is supplied by subprojects under each functional project. A subproject may be utilized for any one of the following purposes:
I. To determine the costs of a specific
phase of a functional project.
2. To segregate service from research work
on a functional project, there often
being work of a service nature performed in addition to research.
3. To assemble costs of maintenance and
repair of equipment used for more than
one project so that they may be allocated to all projects involved,

4. To assemble costs of division supervision
and other division overhead.
5. To permit any division to conduct an independent investigation under any project.
6. To allow a certain degree of flexibility
to each division and to preclude the necessity for project authorization for work
of limited scope.

Each division has under each functional project its own list of sub propects over which it exercises supervision and to which have been assigned
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DETAILED PROJECT CODE AND SAMPLE APPLICATION
CODE
NATURE OF W ORK

GOC DEPARTMENTS BENEFITED

R = Research
S = Service
C = Contracts and Orders
A = Allocated

P = Production
PL = Pipe Line
M = Manufacturing
S = Sales
APPLICATION

10- C- II -R -M THERMOFOR PROCESS
10— Indicates Functional Project— Cafalytic Cracking
C— Indicates Chemistry Division
I I— Indicates Thermofor Process, A Sub- Project Under Functional Project Catalytic
Cracking
R— Indicates Work Performed Is Research
M— Indicates That the Department That Will Be Benefited Is the Manufacturing
Department

EXHIBIT 3

numbers and names. For example, project number 10 -C -11 indicates development work under Functional Project 1 0 , Catalytic Cracking, by the chemistry
division (C) on subproject thermofor process (11). To extend the example,
it might be necessary to evaluate gasoline made as a result of this investigation
by means of engine tests which are under the supervision of the engineering
division. The work request from the chemistry division to the engineering
division would show the subproject number 10 -C -11 and the work performed
by the engineering division would be charged to 10- C -11 -E to indicate that
the work was carried out by the engineering division for the chemistry division.
In addition, projects are also classified further to indicate their nature and the
department of Gulf Oil Corporation which will benefit from the work done.
It may thus be supposed that, by adding the proper codes to 10 -C-1 1 , we arrive
at the code 10- C-1 I -R -M from the data on Exhibit 3.
Our company is a wholly- owned, nonprofit subsidiary of Gulf Oil Corpora purchase requisitions, traveling expenses, etc. on which the project (or projects)
to be charged is shown. Through the use of punch -card accounting we assemble
costs and release a number of cost statements, exemplified in Exhibits 4 to 9.
The Monthly Statements
Research Costs by Elements (Exhibit 4), one statement for each division, is
issued monthly. On this statement —the chemistry division has been selected
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for exemplification —the terms, "budgeted" and "nonbudgeted ", are used to
distinguish outlays for which the division director is responsible and for which
he does budget from outlays charged to him by other divisions. These in turn
are budgeted for by the directors of the other divisions.
Among the non budgeted items, the charges captioned "laboratory administrative" represent the division's proportionate amount of laboratory administration costs arrived at upon a direct charge basis to the extent possible,
the balance being allocated on the basis of the number of employees in each
division. Laboratory and office rent represents the division's proportionate
amount of the cost of maintaining the building and grounds, etc. and, here

RESEARCH CO STS BT ELEK IM S
c m a g r R T DIVISIO N

Bi r s t Nin e ! bo th. - 19 51 )

Tour
Ou tla y
Ag a i n s t
e___g
Bud'

BUDGEfED
Tr a ve l i n g
office
Supollee
Ta r e e - B a y , o l l
Oth e r
TOTAL BUDGETED
NCR BUDGETED
d o r y
Ad m i si s t mt i v
Re n t - l a bo r at o r y an d o f f i c e
Net c h a r g e . ( t o ) o r
f r om o th er d i vi s i o ns
So u r d e p r e c i a t i o n
TOTAL NOT BUDOErED
TOTAL

1300
1,600
17,300
1 1900
700

-b i t t er

( wo r s e)
Than
Bu
. dget
2 15 0 0

Your
t
99
1 , 30
400
0
1,100
17 , 70 0
11900
300

(

500)
400
400

Oc to be r - 1 9 5 1

Your
Ou tla y
Against
Bud .t

Your
Bu at

' 300

' 200

200
2, 7 00
100
200

100
2, 00 0
10 0
10 0

better or
( ' da r e. )
Than
Bud et
(
(
(

100)
10 0)
700)

(

10 0)

N - b e r - 19 51
1951
M r __ . r Y
Your
(' dor se)
Mi ley
Ou tla y
Ag.in.t
Tour
Than
A8.1n.t
Budget _ Budget
M
et _Budget _
Budget
� T-i
11 6 6 0
200
2, 20 0
10 0
10 0

100
2, 00 0
10 0
200

( 10 0)
( 200)
100

t 700)
18 , 80 0
28 , 1 00

2, 10 0
2, 00 0

2, 00 0
2, 20 0

45 , 7 00
6 400

5,400

5,700

218,600

Notes Not all elements whom.

Figures are for the purpose of illustratlan only.

EXHIBIT 4

again, whenever possible, charges are made on a direct basis. The balance
is allocated on the basis of the cubic footage of building space occupied by
each division. Net charges (to) or from other divisions come mostly from the
service divisions, i.e., instrument shop, instrument service, design and drafting,
and lubricants and fuels. Once more direct charges are made whenever possible.
Indirect charges are made in proportion to direct charges for salaries and wages.
It may be of interest that we clear the costs of the service divisions to the
technical divisions each month. This is not a burdensome task and probably
saves times as compared with setting up standard charges and adjusting them
at the year -end or perhaps oftener. Charges among the technical divisions, themselves, do not amount to a great deal, with the result that we make only direct
charges and forget overhead.
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RESEARCU COSTS BT FUNCTIONAL PROJECTS
CH®Q STR S DI VIS ION

F i r s t Ni n e N o n t h a - 1 9 5 1
B(W
e torse)
tor or

OTour
ut lay

PROJECTS
P ROD UC } TW _
lf a
eng i nee r i ng
Pr o d u c t i o n e n g i n e e r i n g
Ge ne r a l r e - r c h
To ta l
PIPE LINE

(ai-e

.

Te c h n i c a l s e r vi c e
Total
XAHUfAGTURDIO
y
c - r ac k ing
I Ti e n l l a r , e o u s r e f e r e n c e
pr o eee sse
N7d rod eeu 1f uri uLl on
Mi s c e ll a n e ou s n s w p r o c e s s e s
To t a l

Again at
Budget
110
00

Tour
Budget
-

Than
Budget
(

1 00)
10
0)

10 0

10 0

_

100
200

10 0
10 0

14 , 5 0 0
10,500

17 , 7 0 0
9, 4 0 0

3, 20 0
(1, 100)

12,400

16 , 5 0 0

4, 1 0 0

(

r o) r
( N ore se

D eo.
19 1
O uou
t l ar y

So ur
Budget

Than
Budget

Against
Budget

1,500
2, 4 0 0

2, 00 0
1,100

500
( 1 , 30 0 )

600

1,900

1,300

Oc to b e r - 1 9 5 1
e rse)
or
Oou
u t rl a y
(W or

Na
O uou
t l ar y

Against, _ Your
Budget
Budget

Against
Budget

10
100
0

- 10 0

Than
Budget
( - 10 0)

ber - 1951

-

_

_
10 0 )

2, 00 0
1,800

2, 00 0
1,000

600

1,900

(

800)
1,300

SAL ES
1n•
A u t o . , A1r e1 s f t a n d
di e se l lu b r i c a n t •
Industrial lubricants
Sp e c i a l ti e s
A d d i t i ve a g e n t s
Ge ne r a l mesa r c h
Total
MISCELLAN EO US ( Division
eupe r v1a 1on, t r a v e l i n g
o f f i c e , etc . )
CONTRACTS AND ORDERS
G, % V TO I A L

3, 20 0

2, 00 0

(1 , 200)

400

200

3,400

3,900

500

400

500

4,4 00
3, 9 0 0
3, 20 0
300

$ , 50 0
3, 4 0 0
2, 2 0 0
700

( 9 0 0)
( 500)
(1, 000)
400

500
500
400
10 0

400
400
300

48 , 70 0
300

50 , 50 0
1,400

1,800
1,100

L,900
700

1 1 700

11 9, 60 0

12 1 , 7 0 0

2, 10 0

15 , 10 0

13 , 6 0 0

NOTE- Not all projects shown.

L,oOO

(

200)

3DD

200

100

40D

400

600
500
30O
10 0

400
boo
200

51100
10 0

( 1 , 50 0 ) 14 , 4 0 0

(
(
(

(

100)
10 0 )
10 0)
10 0

900)
1,0 00

(

10 0 )

(
(
(

20 0)
10 0 )
10 0 )
10 0

4, 30 0
1,700

(

800)
1,600

13 , 7 0 0

(

_

700)

Figu res an for the purpose of illustration only.

EXHIBIT 5
A se c o n d m o n t h l y st a t em en t, Resea rch Co st s b y Fu nc ti on a l Pro jec ts ( E x h i b i t

5) is also issued for each division. On this statement, elements of cost lose
their identity and only total outlays are compared against the amount budgeted.
On budget forecasts by projects, (and these forecasts go no farther than for
fu n c t i o n a l p r o j e c t s) , total a m o u n t s on l y a r e fo r ec a st for e a c h , n o a t t e m p t b e i n g
m a d e to sep a ra te the foreca st fo r ea ch fu nc ti on a l pro je ct in t o el e me n ts, i.e .,

salaries, supplies, etc. However, on our cost records for each project, both functional project and subproject, we do maintain the following detail: salaries,
traveling, supplies and other.
It may be wondered why on these statements the fiscal period amounts are
shown in the first or lefthand columns. In explanation, these statements are
reproduced using the multilith process and, in order to save time, one duplimat
is used for each calendar quarter. Thus, when we prepare the duplimat for the
last quarter we show the figures for the first nine months and those for October.
When our November release is due we use the same duplimats, on which we
have to type only the November amounts. The mats are then re -run. Our people
are very cooperative in this presentation and if they need to know the total
spent on any project, say through November, they add the October and Novem318
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SUMMARY COMPARISON OF RESEARCH COSTS BY FLINCTIO14AL PROJECTS WITH BUDGET FORECAST
FISCAL PERIOD ENDING SEPTEMBER 3 0 , 1 9 5 1

General Research Operations
D scove
1. Oeop sical equipment
3. Geological discovery techniques
Total discovery
Pro duc t i o n'
Reservoir engineering
7 . Production engineering
Total production
Process devalo ent
Ca t
I
yt c c r ac i n g
ll.
Mi s c e l l ane ous r e f i n e r y pro c e s s e s
14 . Hydrogenation
16. Mis eellaneoua new processes
Total process development
Product de!
ment
1
aeo i n s
1 9 . Aut o . , A i r c r a f t a n d d i e s e l l ubr i c a nt s
20. Industrial lubricants
25. Additive agents
Total product development
Ot h e r re s e a r c h a
ns s
e c h n i c a 9 e ry c e
27.
20. General research
30. Contracts and orders
Other
Total other research expense
Mi s c e l l a n e o u s
29. MS scsliancrous
Total general research operation
Admini titration and fixed charges
Depreciation
TOTAL GENERAL RESEARCH

Actual
Outlpp
8150 0

Budget
10 ,2 00

5,0

�

Ac t u a l
vs. Budget
Better ( worse )
1, 7 0 0

701)

(

9,900
4,210

4 �

11,200
3, 21

r , tam

An t i c i p a t e d
Remainder
for Year
5, 00 0

1,552

1,300
(1,000)

5,200
500

3as

SiiSa

10,700

12,100

1,410

15,400

14,000

12,600

(1,400)

15,E

7,500

9,5-

2, 400

10,000

5 loo

1301

4000

28,200
26,200
17 ,3 00

27,000
26,800
18 , 20 0

(1,200)
600
900

20,000
25,000
18 ,0 00

4 200

5 000

800

3 000

3 800

42 5 M

1,10 0

5,600
2,500
12,600
1 100
29,300

197

-

6,000

400

2,300
12,000
1 200

(
(

29,900

(

3

27,200

29,000

276,100

286, 100

31,

4,500

200)
600)
100

2,500
10,000
1000

340)
0 )

130
5 '000
fg

5,
1 , 800

30 , UW
000

10 , 00 0

237,200

Note : Not all projects shown.Figures are for the purpose of illustration only.

EXHIBIT b

ber amounts to those for the first nine months. This scheme has worked well,
and, in the interest of saving time, we hope it will continue to be satisfactory
in the same form.

Th e Q ua r terl y St at em ent s
The Summary Comparison of Research Costs by Functional Projects with
Budget Forecast is shown as Exhibit 6. This is a statement comparing fiscal
period outlays with the budgeted amounts for each functional project and reflecting the anticipated remainder to be spent during the year.
Research Costs by Functional Projects and Sub - Projects - Direct Charges
Only appear as in Exhibit 7. This statement is designed to show the total
amount and hours spent on each subproject, reflecting the expenditures of each
division. It also reveals the type of work performed and the department of
the company for which the work was done. As an example, for 10 -C -10 Fluid
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RESEARCH COSTS BY FUNCTIONAL PROJECTS AND SUB - PROJECTS
D I N T CHARGES Oh1T
P u w NINE mmms - 1951
(In these colunns, first lino represents money and second line hours)

PROJECT
PROCEF F EMM1ETT

oV 171

TOTAL

Inst. Luo. &
Chem. E gr. Chem. Physics Draft. Service Fuel.

Inst.
Shop

For explanation of
Codes See Belo.

ng

9-C -2
Total
C a t I � c � c r a c k i ng

3,500

2,700

100

100

300

100

100

100

1,200

900

40

40

100

40

40

40

5,000

3,800
1300

500

1 700
_2,900

2,200

6,600
2,200

6,100
2,020

10 -C -10

500
150

300
100

10 -C -11

100

100

30

30

To tai
TOTAL PROCESS
DEVKLOPMEhT
rp
rpl
ep
apl

-

:
2 380

2150

5,280

4,350

200
40

3,500-

200

300

10

200

50

100

90

300

90

140

300
100

100
40

100
40

6,6 00-

100
20

100
30

25 0 25060

5,00040

5,ODOam

lo o m

40

90

100

60

X400

150

70

140

uD

6 950em
11,950sm

- - Research wrk performed for mfg. dept.
ae - Service perfomed for mfg. dept.
rs - Research work performed for sales dept.
as - Service performed for sales dept.

Research wrk perfo-ed for production dept.
Research wrk performed for pipe line dept.
Service performed for production dept.
Service performed for pipe line dept.

only.

'

NOTE, Figures ahovm a- for the purpose of illustration

EXHIBIT 7

Process —Stock Evaluation, it has been determined that half of the work done
on this project is research and the other half service. (See codes at bottom
of Exhibit 7.)
These codes are shown on the first page of this statement only and are not
repeated on subsequent pages. In addition, through the use of various subtotals, the amounts spent on functional projects and on the various functional
activities of the corporation are shown and, by columnar totals, the amount spent
by each division on the various activities. Subproject titles are omitted for the
following reasons:
I . To save time in preparation and typi ng
of statement, (For example, a typical
subproject title under the 10 group is
Catalyst Evaluation, not particularly dif-

ficult words but words that require some
care in pr oof r e adi ng.
2. To save space.
3. Because personnel refer to projects by
number rat her t han t itle.

Exhibit 8 is a Summary of Research Costs by Class of Work. This statement reflects in summary form direct outlays made against research and service
costs and compares them with expenditures for comparable work during the
previous corresponding fiscal period, both as to amounts and percentagewise.
The amounts shown on this statement are collected from the report shown as
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Exhibit 7. The final research cost report form here given is, Summary of Research Costs Incurred for the Benefit of the Operating (Production, Pipe Line,
Manufacturing and Sales) Departments (Exhibit 9). This statement reflects
direct outlays only and compares them with the previous corresponding fiscal
period both as to amounts and percentagewise. These amounts are also collected from the form which Exhibit 7 illustrates. It is upon the basis of these
outlays that the costs of research and services are billed to the operating departments. These charges are made, in lump sum, once each month. However,
when circumstances demand, individual charges are made but these are held
to a minimum.

Summary of Research Costs by Class of Work First Nine Months -1951
(Direct Charges Only)
FISCAL PERIOD
1951 Nine Months
1950 Nine Months

Increase
(Decrease)

CLASS OF W ORK
2,100
77.8%

Service
TOTAL

100

2,000
74.0%

600
22.2%

700
26.0%

2,700
100.0%

2,700
100.0%

.5%
(100)
14.3 %)
(

Research

—0-

Note: Figures shown are for the purpose of illustration only.

EXHIBIT 8

Some features of our research accounting procedure not mentioned to this
point are:
arises, we can apply overhead on a divisional basis, as we periodically prepare
such information.
2. Depreciation is calculated under the S. All statements are prepared on 81/2 x I I"
paper. This contributes to uniformity
group plan.
a
and saves filing space.
3. Salaries are charged to projects upon
6. Work which is done in behalf of one
the basis of the average cost per hour
project may be, and frequently is, apfor the division involved.
plicable to several other projects. For
4. As a general rule, only direct costs are
This reason, the accuracy in costs which
shown on the statements we release covmost cost accounting systems strive to
ering projects costs. These are the conattain is not necessary here and, since
trolling elements, and if they are well
such accuracy would involve unwarranted
controlled, items of an overhead nature
expense in our case, we are satisfied
will be controlled to some extent. This
with the close approximation provided
saves a lot of time and, if the occasion
by our project cost records.
I. Cents are eliminated whenever possible.
Except on some year -end statements, all
reports are stated in even dollars.
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Accounting for Geophysics Operations
So far we have dealt with research accounting only. However, we do have
another activity for which we do a great deal of accounting work. That is our
geophysical operations division which is strictly an operating unit. Its principle
function is the location of potential oil- bearing subsurface structures. The cost
of operating this division as a whole is calculated exactly as that of any of our
other technical divisions, i.e., its own costs are charged directly to it and it
carries its proportion of administration, construction and maintenance, and gen-

Summary of Research Costs Incurred for the Benefit of the Operating
Departments First Nine Months -1951
(Direct Charges Only)
FISCAL PERIOD
1951 Nine Months
1950 Nine Months

Increase
(Decrease)

DEPARTMENTS

Manufacturing
Sales
Total

100
20.0%

100
3.7%

100)
(100.0°/,

1,200
44.4%

1,300
48.2%

900
33.40/ .

800
29.6%

2,700
100.0%

2,700
100.0%

)

0

500
18.5%
(

Pipe Line

600
22.2%

(100)
7.7 %)
(

Production

100
12.5%
—0

Note: Figures shown are for the purpose of illustration only.
EXHIBIT 9

eral service division costs, in the same manner as any other division. The
costs of this division are also maintained on a project basis, projects being of
three classes:
I. Field operations and laboratory interpretations thereof. Field operations are
conducted by field parties, each p a r t y
having an identifying name and number,

i.e., Seismic Party Uo. I, and Garvity
Party No. 4.
2. Laboratory interpretation of field data
not currently being obtained.
3. Projects of an overhead nature.

Charges to other Gulf companies for the services of the geophysics division
are made on a project basis on actual operating costs. As a result we prepare
statements showing the revenue derived from each project and the expenses
applicable thereto, which are in effect profit and loss statements. Exhibit 10
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REVENUES AND EXPENSES
GEOPHYSICAL OPERATIONS DIVISION
PROJECT 51 -K -7102
YEAR - 1951

REVENUES
1� "E_ _F_1PFNSES
DIRECT
Salaries
Traveling
Auto and truck
Office
Supplies
Other
Depreciation
Total direct expense

JAN.

FEB.

MAR.

THREE
MONTHS

APR.

1,M

1,770

T, 730

,T5r

TH6a

56�

800

750

750

2,300

Boo

800

50

200

150

50

100

100

250

150

50

50

50

150

100
100
200

100
100
200

50
50
200

100
100
200

1,400

1,350

100
50
200
1,300

450

250
200
600
4,050

INDIRECT

U5o ra to ry ov er he ad
TOTAL FIELD EXPENSES

MAY

>

50

1, 400

250

200

1,650

1,550

200
1,500

100

50

50

200

100

100

100

100

50
150
1050

50
150
,
1 , WO

650
>

LABORATORY EXPENSES
DIRECT
S cries
Traveling
Auto and truck
Office
Supplies
Ot h e r
Depreciation
Total direct expense
INDIRECT
Laboratory overhead
TOTAL LABORATORY EXPENSES
TOTAL EXPENSES

50

50

ZOO

50
25
150
75
l,bOO 1,625

25

75
1,575

100
300

PROFIT OR (LOSS)

( 50) 125

175

100

,

250

250
>

250
>

! L — L 50)

Note: Not all elements shown and figures are for the purpose of illustration only.

EXHIBIT 10

is representative. This is a composite form used for each of the three classes
of projects in this division.
W hat the System Does
We feel that our cost accounting system works successfully under rather
complicated conditions arising from the organization of the research department by scientific rather than functional divisions. The system is characterized
by its flexibility and the importance attached to direct operating expenses as
the criterion for control over the cost of research and other activities. It provides information which adequately accounts for our expenditures, gives the
guidance necessary for efficient administration, affords data for budget purposes
which is understandable to technical executives, and aids in the evaluation of
the results.
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Costing Methods for Natural Gasoline
by J. W . LEMAY, JR.
Senior Accountant, Natural Gasoline Department, Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Oklahoma

Division of operations into process cost units for the purposes of cost
control, the characteristic difficulties of costing the fractionation of
gasoline, and the presentation of end - product costs in functional detail
rather than by cost of contrihuting products plus immediate processing
colts, are given attention in this article. The necessity for use of arhiCrary assumptions in the achievement of practical results, is stressed.

does not realize that the gasoline which furnishes
power for his automobile is blended with natural gasoline components
which were taken out of natural gas similar to that which he uses for fuel in
his gas furnace and other gas appliances in his home. Neither does he realize
that the natural gasoline components which were blended into his gasoline
could have been further processed and used for a myriad of purposes in the
petroleum and chemical industry, such as the manufacture of solvents, reference fuels, etc. Even if he has a general understanding of the handling and
processing of natural gas from the gas well to the consumer, he would probably be at a loss if he were asked to explain how the petroleum industries
set up their cost records in order to maintain unit costs on specific products

T

HE AVERAGE MOTORIST

or processes.
Objective: Costs Useful to Management
Phillips Petroleum Company, in its status of complete integration from the
exploration for and the drilling and producing of crude and natural gas wells,
to the final sale of the product to the consumer, has developed an accounting
organization which furnishes the details needed by management in making
decisions as to the economic feasibility of expansion or retraction in any petroleum or allied field. The natural gasoline department has installed detailed cost
accounting procedures for all of its major processes, from the most outlying
gasoline plant to the complex natural gasoline fractionator and aviation blending facilities.
At the outset, it should be made dear that the various cost accounting procedures in use by Phillips were designed for purposes of cost control by management. It does not necessarily follow that cost figures obtained in any particular
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procedure would be suitable for another purpose. The constant interchange
of product streams between and among the various divisions and departments
gives rise to a complex system of intra and inter departmental pricing of products. Cost figures used in such transactions generally are premised upon one or
more arbitrary assumptions which are made by the departments concerned and,
while such methods of cost accounting suffice for supplying information for
the use of management, adjustments would be necessary if the figures were to
to be used for other purposes.
Setup for Inter -Plant and Budget Cost Comparisons
All facilities are divided for cost purposes into process cost units. For instance, cost records for a gasoline plant are set for the distillation unit, power
plant, engine room, etc., and the separate expense classifications as set forth in
the department's chart of accounts are maintained on each unit. At the end
of the month, information is available on the cost of producing natural gasoline
at any plant in the company and, through the functioning of the plant unit
cost accounting methods, this information can be further broken down into its
component parts; e.g., compressor room cost per horsepower hour, distillation
unit cost per gallon of oil circulation, etc.
It is at this point that cost figures can really be used advantageously in making various cost comparisons. For example, the compressor room cost per
horsepower hour for each plant when compared with the district or company
average, gives indication as to the cost efficiency of the unit. There may be some
good reason for a high cost in any particular month but, in any case, it is good
business for management to know exactly where costs are high, because costs
cannot be cut wisely until it is known wherein the excessive costs rest. Having
a number of plants, each plant being divided into a number of cost units, provides great diversification of media for purposes of comparison.
In addition. to inter -plant comparisons, cost data obtained in this system
of gasoline plant unit cost accounting is used in making comparisons with
budgeted figures. The head of the cost accounting group in each operating district is charged with the preparation of monthly cost reports showing in detail
the expenditures for the month by expense classifications and by cost units within
each plant in his district. In connection with this report, he submits a comparison of the actual expenditures with predetermined cost goals and furnishes
the home office in Bartlesville with explanations of any departures from such
goals.
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A brief analysis by districts is then drawn up for the use of company management in formulating policies concerning future operations. This summary
eliminates many of the details contained in the cost reports furnished by the
field, but the field reports are always available in the departmental central
library for scrutiny by those in authority who have need for additional details.
In addition to the cost resum6 for management, there is prepared a brief summary of the factors which give rise to variations in earnings from month to
month. This information being prepared for management, must, of necessity,

EARNINGS COMPARISON
NATURAL GASOLINE PRODUCTION
Month of

, 1951

THIS M O N TH COMPARED TO LAST M O N TH
$ ........................ due to 1/20 per gallon higher

Earnings increased
price, and 5%
increase in natural gasoline production; 1/40 per gallon higher price and 4% larger
volume of propane production; and 20/ . increase in butane production. There was
no significant change in the price of butane. General expense was $ ........................
less, but this is partially offset by an increase of $ ........................ in operating expenses,
the increase being found principally in repair costs, and by $ ........................ in gas
cost.
TH IS M O N TH CO MP AR ED TO SAME M O N TH I N 1950:

Earnings are up $ ........................ due to volume increases of 10% in natural gasoline, 17% in butane and 5% in propane. Price increases amounted to 1/40 per
gallon for natural gasoline, and 1/12 ¢ per gallon for butane. Propane price is down
1/80 per gallon. General expense is down $ ......................... but operating expenses
are up $ ......................... principally repair costs, as are gas costs ;..

.......... .............

EXHIBIT 1

be concise and yet not lacking in the required data explaining the present trends
in earnings. The narrative form, with blanks, shown as Exhibit 1, is illustrative
of what any monthly comparison might contain. Graphic presentation of this
information, along with numerous other details, is made periodically to furnish
a picture of current trends.
Fractionating and Its Costing Problem
After the natural gasoline has been absorbed from the wet gas, vaporized,
and condensed into liquid form, it is then ready for transfer from the gasoline
plant proper to fractionation, treating and storage facilities. Insofar as the
plant is concerned, it is a finished product but there still remains much to be
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accomplished from the standpoint of processing before the product can be
used commercially. It cannot be used successfully as motor fuel because of
impurities such as sulphur, because of the improper ratio of components, and
because of the lack of some desirable components such as tetraethyl lead. So
the next step is to separate, or, in the industry's terminology, "fractionate"
the gasoline into its component parts.
In the fractionators, by applying the proper combination of temperature and
pressure to the feed stream of natural gasoline, the components may be separated
progressively from the lighter to the heavier, until all that is left of the stream
is a comparatively heavy "residual" containing tar and similar constituents
which cannot be further separated in equipment designed for gasoline fractionation. This residual is sold as a by- product. All components from propane
through octane may be stored for use as needed for sales, blending into motor
or aviation fuel, or are further processed to provide special products such as
reference fuels, solvents, or some other highly specialized product.
Cost accounting for such a fractionating process as described above is
more complex than the unit cost arrangement used for the plant proper. Because
of the diversified streams which pass through the various units of the fractionating equipment, it is impossible to permanently assign certain areas or processing units to particular products. A unit of equipment which is producing
one product this month, might be producing an entirely different product next
month.
One method used by Phillips is to divide the fractionator into process units
for cost accounting purposes. All direct and indirect operating costs are accumulated by such units in monthly cost statements. Costs of making the various stocks can then be calculated, in case of special processing, by assigning an
alternate use (or replacement) value to the feed stock based upon its value as
motor fuel (as quoted in official price organs such as Platt's Oilgram) and
adding to this the cost of special processing as accumulated in the cost records.
Why Replacement Basis for Costing Feed Stock Is Reasonable
The practice of using an alternate use value to apply to feed stock in cosr
accounting for natural gasoline processing usually is questioned by those not
familiar with the physical process of fractionation, the chief objection being
that an alternate value is not a true cost. It does not give the actual cost and is
not intended to. The individuals who write the contracts purchasing the gasoline content of a natural gas stream do not know how much they are paying
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PROCESS FLOW IN PRODUCTION OF PRODUCT "K"
Fe e d s t o c k t o u n i t

By- product "S "
Unit X

y- p r o d u c t "T ^

To
Unit Z
for further
roce ssi ng

-E

B y- P r o d u c t "V ^

Feed s t o c k t o u n i t

End P r o d u c t K

Unit Z

Feed sto ck t o un it

B y- P r o d u c t "W"

From
Unit Y
f o r fu rt he r
processing

Unit Y

B y- pr o du c t

^II"

EXHIBIT 2

for the pentane fraction which will emerge from the stream. Neither can accountants calculate the cost without making arbitrary assumptions. Even if it
were possible to assign an actual cost to the pentane fraction in a particular
plant's production, such cost information would be rendered valueless in the
event, as happens occasionally, that the stream were transferred into a gasoline
gathering line and became commingled with gasoline from a dozen other
sources. Still more complications would arise when the contents of the gathering line reached the fractionating plant and became commingled with other
streams, some of which were purchased from other companies, as well as off specification products which were being re -run for additional purification.
The alternate value, then, is used because actual cost of the feed stream is
impossible of determination without making a number of assumptions which'
are no more correct than to make the assumption that the price at which the
particular stock could be purchased on the market approaches the actual cost
as nearly as can be determined. In short, this method of cost accounting is
similar to the replacement method of costing materials, in that when a feed
stock worth six cents per gallon on the market is used for further processing, it is costing the company in effect, six cents per gallon as feed stock. The
processing engineer, who is responsible for determining the manner in which
the stock can be utilized most profitably to the company, always thinks in terms
of potential net profits from further processing over and above the cost of
replacement stock which would have to be purchased if company - produced
stocks were used in the processing.
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DEVELOPMENT OF COST OF PRODUCT "K"
Contributing Product Methods
UNIT X
Amount

Gallons
143,000
3,420
_8 ,5 16
_11,936
131,064
751

Price
_2.0000¢
1.1000
. 1900
_. 450 7
2.1411

130,313

6.0812¢

116,000
12,338
103,662
603

3.3310¢
2.7110
3.4048

103,059

10.1664¢

3,864.00
334.48
3,529.52
—0—
_6,947.86
$10,477.38

94,700
130,313
103,059
328,072
27,296
1,774
29,070
299,002
196

3.8800¢
6.0812
10.1664
_6.7291
2.5000
_8.2503
2.8509
7.1062

3,674.36
7,924.66
10,477.38
$22,076.40
682.40
146.36
828.76
$21,247.64

298,806

8.8832¢

_$_2,860.00
37.62
1 6.18
53.80
2,806.20
—0
5,1 18.46
7,924.66
$

Feed Stock (from storage)
Less —By- product "S"
"T"
Total By- products
Net feed
Processing Losses
Processing Costs
Production and cost to Unit Z

$

Desc ription

$

$

UNIT Y

Feed Stock (from storage)
Less —By- product "U"
Net feed
Processing Losses
Processing Costs
Production and cost to Unit Z

$

$

$

U N IT Z

Feed Stock (from storage)
(from Unit X)
(from Unit Y)
Total Feed Stock to Unit
Less —By- product "V"
"W "
Total By- products
Net feed
Processing Losses
Processing Costs
Net Production and Cost— Product K

5,295.87
$26,543.51

(All volumes, prices, and costs used in this solution are hypothetical)

EXHIBIT 3

The Cost of Product K
There are other accounting peculiarities which appear from time to time
in the petroleum industry. For example, a short time ago the writer was asked
to prepare a cost statement showing the per - gallon cost of making a special
product which we shall call Product K. A flow -sheet of the process would
give the rough picture set forth in Exhibit 2.
Base stocks were fed into Units X and Y to produce streams which were
combined with another base stock in Unit Z, from which emerged the finished
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DEVELOPMENT OF COST OF PRODUCT " K "
Functional Cost Detail Method
U ns
i teel
t Z •8•
Amount

un i t 2
dmount
gel •E'

On f t z
Anount a /gel •8 '

l b t wE • e / t u 7 . R Z

6 2,860.00

.96

6 ),864.00

1.29

6 3,674.)6

1.23

610.398.36

33.80

_02

734. 68

1 11

828. 76

. 28

1. 2 1 7. 0 4

-, U

6 3 . 5 29 . 5 2

1. 1 8

j 21

6 9.181.72

] QZ

6 2,)96.07
1,632.11
889.`) 4

.g0

.52
.29

6 5.106.50
2,880.12

1.71
.97

6 1, 82 9 . 1 6

.61
.14
15
',.�

6

109 . 24
21 9. 31
1, 05 6 . 9 4

.03
.08
.75

252-38

09

P aso rlptlon

Or os . � S e• d Stoc k C os ts ( 3 5 3 , 7 00 g e l s f r om at . . . go)

Laos:

ly- produot s (5).344 gels mold'

No t� P • e d st o o k Comte

1 2.806.20

pr o� e• . : 1. 9� Cost. :
D 1 r c t Op e r s ti n g C o s ts - L, L r
Rs pa i r e

_2

8

2. 84 5. 60

).48

,
4 1,15) .10

406.)4
1,862.25

suyDlles

ii j,i j

v! e e• 1 am D ou e
To t a l Di re ct 0p a n L S o g C o s t s
0 • . . r � 1 Tae11Sti ee - . . . ng Tower s
Pu m p . 6 Tr e n . r e r Li n e s
Lbor etor y
Ol t i o e
Mt e l Oanenl P 1ctilHcs
R1 1 r . o t � Op e r a � t l� � Go e t e � - 2 ve u c e . . •
T. r a e ( Ad 4e lor em)
Us D r e c l, t lo c
I n e f n o t o.erneee

i
6

484. 07
11 9. 46
167 . 40
11 6 , 4 1

TtiBTI:II
6
�

Otl+To I nd 1 n a t
Total Innirect operating Costs

33. 19
62. 05
J05. 22
735.. 6J0
7

. 39'

.13
.62
� ,� y
. � a
.16

0

06
. U4
_ 04

.55
.)0
_,yj

1 1,357.33
841.67
60 3. 91
to . ? 6

' j

T -88
6

427. 29
93. 95
12 3. 07
_
792
7
�j

.14
.03
04
.^ , pj 7

.20
.ob

6
�

917 . 80
192. 09
166 . 55
65

.31
.07
.05

38. 94
79 . 3 0
384.90
96. 12

.01
.03
.1)
03

-Jo
.01
.02
.11
0)

,02

Total Proaseml n8 Costs

11Z-62
6 5.118.46 1.71

To t a l Pee d sto ok end Pr . . . . . i t s C o m t e

6 7 . 0 24 . 6 6

6

37, 11
77 . 9 6
)66.82
82. 66

Al

.03

6l,1 g _ 0 ]
'S
?
6 6.947.86

6

.11
03

6

j

i

1 5.295.67

.=6

1.77
� ,� 2

) ,755.90
6aZ. ±y
1 2 9 ' t 2 :6 . 2

405. 40
457. 02
2•,;, r�-�•.� .•
7•_-•:-:•rooL

611 . 3 62. 19
26

1

1. 1 2
' p

s_Bi
BL8

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R � . . . � p l t u l . t t o v� o f � P • . d S t o c k n o w and p r o e u , t i c n :
beas yead s t o c k , t o u n i t s
D educ t:
By - pr oduc ts
Pr on• ee1
Lo es s•
DnSt x pr o du o t lo v
to n e f a r to Un i t z

D. St 2 pro duc t i on - tra ns fe r t o Uni t
NS T

PR OD U CT IO N

OF

14) , 00 0 gels
11 , 9 36
��
(1711;
3IJ)

Z

PR OD UC T

' x•

116, 000 a 12 , ) 3 6
603

94,700 6.1.
29, 070
1) o.31)

35 3 . 7 0 0 g e l s
5) , 74 4
3� 0 �

103. 059

�

2

98.806

0

-

298.606

EXHIBIT 4

product on which the cost was to be determined. It appeared to be a natural
case of simple process cost accounting and a solution was prepared in process
cost form similar to that reproduced in Exhibit 3.
U p o n pr esen t a t io n of the repo rt, the qu e ri es a d va nc ed by the en g i n e e r i n g

supervisor were such that it was readily apparent that the form needed to be
arranged differently to provide the desired information. For instance, the feed
stock cost of 6.7291¢ was too high, since the highest base stock was 3.88¢.
Also, it was desired that operating costs be shown individually, by units and
in a combined total for all units, so that labor, supplies, etc., would not become
buried' in the product streams from Units X and Y prior to entering Z. Finally,
it was desired that the 8.8832¢ be broken down in detail by processing units
X, Y, an d Z , and further within the units by raw feed stocks and individual
expense classifications under operating expenses.
The second report (using the same hypothetical volumes and prices as in
previous solution) was presented in a form similar to that shown in Exhibit 4.
This report contained all of the needed information and is currently being prepared monthly for the use of management in keeping abreast of cost trends
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in this phase of processing. It may be noted that this form of report can be
used to much more advantage in making cost comparisons between units and
also in determining wherein the larger items of cost are to be found. Such
costs become significant after having been converted to cents per gallon of
finished product.

A Matter of Practical Assumptions
Until such time as the need for a more complex and comprehensive cost
accounting procedure can be justified by the industry, natural gas processing
costs will continue to be computed through the use of certain arbitrary assumptions. In point is this quotation from page 535 of the "Cost Accountants'
Handbook," edited by Theodore Lang (Ronald Press, 1945) :
The problem of distributing the joint production costs is therefore a difficult one.
Waters (N.A.C.A. Bulletin, Sept. 1, 1942), states: "Cost accounting or distribution of
exact cost to finished products is generally unsatisfactory, unsolved, and apparently impossible of complete solution. The nature of the raw material, containing such a conglomeration and combination of products, has defeated any and all attempts to distribute just and correct portions of its cost to the finished products. ...... Nevertheless, some attempt is generally made for costing the end products.
In line with this thought, the methods described in this article for process
cost accounting have provided solutions which, though not put forth as being
exact in all respects, are practicable and adequately meet the needs for which
they are intended.
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A TWO -WAY STREET
MR. SLADE'S

philosophic delineation of
"a good cost man" ( "Character and Ability

P O I N T S

Ma ke a Good Cost Ma n." N.A.C.A. Bulletin August, 1951) appears certain to meet
with the universal approval of the members
of the profession. Some variance of opinion
may arise, however, regarding the exact
manner in which the meritorious qualities
of the "good cost man" should be manifested in his relations with management and
the production staff.
The cost accountant should be able, of
course, to tour the plant with a minimum of
direction and, as Mr. Slade ably sets forth,
he also should have the ability to effectively
translate his reports to the production officials. But the "good cost man" must also
sense the lines of demarca tion between useful observation and what might well become unwarranted prying. The cost accountant who spends too much time in minute
observation may find, as a result, that the
foremen are spending more time "covering
up" than supervising the working force.
The inquiring cost man must be cognizant of the limitations of hi s own production "know- how." When accounting and
management set unattainable goals to be
accomplished within budgets molded to production only on paper, production initiative
will more likely be stifled than encouraged.
Much has been said recently of the process by which accounting is to educate production and management in the resultant intricacies of the basic accounting relationships. It would appear equally important
that the accountant also acquire a greater
knowledge of the management and produ ction functions.
J. GLENN HAHN, Kansas City
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WRITTEN WORDS OF WELCOME
M O R N I N G you Will welcome
a new and eager employee with a sketch of
his new company, his new job, and comTOMORROW

pany policy as it relates to him. Then he will
go to his new duties in a haze of products, organization, pay rates and security
regulations and from this haze to succeeding hazes of a simila r na ture throu gh many
days, as he becomes settled in his place.
The whole period of orientation can be
much more effectively and pleasantly begun
if the ora l introduction is supplemented by
an orientation pamphlet which the new
employee can read at his leisure and use
as a day -to -day reference. Such a pamphlet
can cover the following material:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Introduction to the industry.
Company history.
Company organization.
Departmental organization and function.
5. Pertinent company policy.
6. General information.
This digest will present in an attractive
and studied manner those facts which are
of first importance to the new employee
and will serve to answer many questions
which will arise as he becomes more
familiar with his duties. It will go into
his home as an introduction of his company to his family, thus creating goodwill
and understanding during a difficult transition period.
You, in turn, will thank your lucky stars
for such an aid because you will not ha ve
the problems of where to begin, in this
job of providing orientation, where to stop,
and, often, the helpless feeling of a job
poorly done because of lack of time.
MILTON D. BELL, JR., Baton Rouge
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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WHAT IS ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE?
TH ER E

IS

CONSIDERABLE

CONTROVERSY

among accountants as to what items should
be included under the caption of administrative expense. In most companies general
and administrative expenses represent the
cost of determining, executing, directing
and co- ordinating the business and policies
of the company, plus expenses of general
corporate service functions. Most accountants, if asked what administrative expenses
are, would reply that they are expenses not
chargeable to cost of sales or selling expense.
However, in practice, there are many departments classified as administrative departments which are performing services
directly applicable to operating departments.
A few of the more common ones are as
follows:
Treasurer's office— handling of payroll.
Public relations— Recreation activities and
possibly an employees' news organ in
larger companies.
Office service — Transcribing, filing, mailing,
telephone and telegraph, stationery and
printing, canteen and cafeteria.
All the services mentioned above are
maintained for the benefit of all departments, operating and otherwise. However,
if we ma ke a survey of these expenses, we
would find that the majority of service is
being done for operating departments or
the sales department. It would seem that
these expenses should be allocated to operations or selling expense on some equ itable
basis.
H. OSCAR PIERSON, JR., Bridgeport
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QUICKER PHYSICAL INVENTORY
RESULTS
OUR CO M PA N Y is a large concern engaged in the manufacture of electrical apparatus. A physical inventory is taken at
September 30 each year. In order that inventory results will be available as soon as
possible, it has been found expedient to
adopt the following measures, among
others:
I. Temporary help is employed during the
summer months to perform many inventory
functions prior to the actual recording of
quantities. School teachers generally have
been found to be very satisfactory on temporary assignments.
2 In many cases, actual inventory cards
are pre - written except for quantities. A
description of the item is given, with identifying catalog number or drawing number.
Quantities required during the following six
months and year are shown for determining
activity status (active, inactive, or obsolete).
Items may also be pre - costed.
3. Pre - writing, pre - classification (activity),
and pre- costing are not limited to items
covered by perpetual inventory records.
Order cards, location cards and various
other expedients are used as a basis for predetermining items to be included in the
physical inventory so that cards can be substantially completed in advance of the inventory date.
4. W here perpetual inventory records are
not available, temporary records such as
bin tags may be established by pre -count
for stock items, and receipts and withdrawals
may be posted to such records during the
interval between pre -count and the recording of physical quantities on inventory day.
S. In those cases where cards cannot be
pre - written, pre- classified and pre- costed
(work -in- process items generally), delays in
classification and costing may be avoided
by using a duplicate inventory card. Immediately after inventory day, the carbon copy
of the card is turned over to production
sections for classification while the original
is sent to cost sections for pricing.
6. For determining the scrap value of obsolete stock, a sampling process may be used
to establish the relationship between scrap value and the material content of obsolete
stock. Scrap value can thus be calculated on
an overall basis rather than calculating the
scrap value on each card.
FREDERICK E. DATOR, Erie
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Accounting for Geophysical Exploration
by B. R. YEAGER
Assistant Secretary and Treasurer, The Geotechnical Corporation, Dallas, Texas

Described here are accounting procedures, largely in the area of cost
control, suitable to an industry which offers new aid in oil prospecting.
Operation is through field parties and the control setup is tailored to
this situation.

the seismic method is a rather new industry,
G developed within the last bythirty
years for the purpose of prospecting for
EOPHYSI CAL EX PLORAT I ON

petroleum. The method is the generation of high frequency seismic waves in
the area under survey by using explosives planted in shallow boreholes from
fifty to three hundred feet deep.
Photographic Aid to Prospecting
A basic feature of the technique is a photographic record, made automatically
on a single moving strip of film of the instant of the shot explosion and the
arrival time of the seismic waves at a series of stations whose positions with
reference to the shot point (hole where the explosives are planted) have been
determined. The time intervals are recorded to the nearest thousandth of a second. From the records of a series of explosions at different points, the structural attitude of the formations in a basin, particularly the harder ones, can be
determined to greater depths. The procedure, under favorable conditions, is
very effective in identifying the local deformational features important in the
pooling of oil.
The service performed is the analysis of the photographic records and a final
report to the client on the prospect surveyed. However, to obtain the necessary
information for the report, a crew of men with special equipment is sent out to
make a seismic survey. The technical staff is composed of a geophysicist, geologist, electrical engineers and others trained in the geophysical industry. The
method of performing the service may be compared with an audit in that the
field work is a means of obtaining information for the final report.
How Operations Are Organized
The operation or production manager and his assistants control the field
operations, consult with management on all problems, and with engineers on
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research and development of new techniques and instrument design. The field
supervisor is responsible for the performance of two or more field parties.
He works with the client and their field supervisor and keeps both the operation
manager and the client informed as to progress made on the project.
The party chief, who is responsible for the operations and performance of a
field party, establishes an office in a town near the area to be surveyed. The
office is operated similarly to any branch office, except in respect to permanence.
This is governed by the size of the exploration program the client has in each
area. In some cases the party may remain in a location two or three years but,
in most cases, the moves are more frequent and are often within two or three
months.
The personnel and equipment on a regular seismograph party consist of
the following:
EQUIPMENT

PERSONNEL

Party chief
One computer

Party chief's car.
Computing and drafting equipment.

Observer
Assistant observer
Two helpers

One recording truck with complete set of reflecLion seismograph instruments and other auxiliary
equipment.

Shooting unit

Shooter
One helper

One shooting truck.
Blasting equipment.
Dynamite storage magazine.

Surveying unit

Surveyor
Rodman

Surveyor's car.
Surveying instruments.

Drilling unit

Driller
Water truck driver
One helper

Motorized regular shot hole drill mounted on truck.
Ordinary bits and drilling tools.
One water truck.

Office unit

Recording unit

Cost Provisions of the Contract
The conditions under which the geophysical service is performed are so
problematical and areas worked are so wide - spread that it is not possible to determine a fixed price for the complete service. However, fixed prices are established for the regular operations of the party and the undetermined cost is
controlled through contractual agreements.
Fixed amounts are established for specific areas in the United States,
such as the Gulf Coast area, Rocky Mountain area, the area west of the 1040
meridian, and specific states in the northern and eastern parts of the United
States. In this way, for the fixed portion of the contract price, the geophysical
contractor agrees to perform services contemplated in reasonably accessible
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nonmarine areas in the continental United States, as designated by the client.
Off -shore marine and foreign operations are contracted under separate agreements. A geophysical contractor further agrees to provide the working party
with technical equipment and to employ techniques which shall be capable of
providing seismograph records equal or superior in quality to those of other
operators doing the same or similar work, to maintain the instruments and
equipment in efficient operating condition and to provide experienced and qualified operating personnel.
There are numerous unusual field conditions and expenditures which can not
be contemplated at the time the contract is made and which it is not practical
to include in the fixed price for the party. However, a list of such possible
conditions is in the contract in case a party is assigned to an area where they
exist. The extraordinary and variable expenses are termed "client charges."
They are such requirements as extra personnel on the party, all explosives, bring
line and blasting caps, special rock bits and adapters, casing for shot holes,
water when purchased, drilling muds and drilling chemicals, bulldozer and
tractors, boats, wagons, marsh buggies, house boats, camp and camp facilities.
Of course, explosives, firing line and blasting caps are used by all parties but
they are variable items. Some sub - surface conditions require more explosives to
produce reflections for recording than others. Other client charges depend
entirely on the area the contractor is instructed to work and conditions which
are found to exist in that area. In most cases these expenditures are authorized
by the client before they are made.
Aside from cost controls of direct charges to the client and establishment
of a fixed price by contractual agreement, the chief concern of the contractor
is the accounting for and cost controls of the basic operation for which the
fixed price is made. Out of this price all operating cost, recovery of equipment
cost, research and overhead must come and still leave a reasonable margin of
profit.
Accounting Procedure for Field Party Operations
The field party, under the management of a party chief, is furnished with
sufficient funds to operate one month. As soon as he has established his office
in a new location, the chief opens an account at the local bank and deposits his
imprest fund. Out of this fund, he pays all the operating expenses of the party
except payroll, which is handled by the home office. Forms furnished for reporting party expenditures are shown as Exhibits 1 and 2.
Some companies advance a smaller amount to the party chief to be used for
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CHECK REGISTER

Ck. No.

Payable To.

Amt. of Ck.

Date

Starting Bal.
Deposits

Bank
Balance

Reverse side of this form:
Total expenditures for month
Petty cash
Items held over
Bank balance end of month
Total of party fund
(This is printed on a 8J z 11 sheet)

EXHIBIT 1

minor cash purchases and have the larger bills sent to the home office for payment. However, there are several advantages in having the bills paid by the
party chief. First, the party chief has knowledge of the expenditure, the agreed
price, and whether the supplies were received and in good order. Therefore, he
is able to make adjustments, if any, without considerable correspondence which
would be required of the home office. Second, at the end of the month after
paying all outstanding accounts, the field office distributes the month's expendiNOVEMBER, 1931
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EXPENSE DETAIL AND DISTRIBUTION
FOR PARTY USE - MONTH

List of Invoices (if desired)

Truck o. & Functions

Total of

c e s

sage or ru

Drill and pater Trucks
This

Truck

Operated with
Truck No.

FOR DALLAS USE ONLY

Po. No.

Distribution
Gala. Gasoline

Total Above

Qts. 011

Total Distributed

Wash & Grease

Difference

Truck Repairs

Explanation
To:

Tires & Tire Repairs
Storage
License
Misc. Trk. Repairs
Mileage Per

on

TOTAL

EXHIBIT 2
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tures by trucks and other functions before forwarding them to the home office.
This decentralization affords very efficient reporting of the party expenditures,
reduces the work load in the home office, and eliminates a large percentage of
correspondence between the home office and the field office. Third, having the
party chief pay all bills creates prestige for him and his operation and affords
better service from the local bank and suppliers.
Separate envelopes containing expense reports for trucks, supplies and miscellaneous repairs for each section are sent to the home office at the end of each
month, together with the check register and the bank statement from the local
bank. The expenses are verified by the accounting department and the party
chief is reimbursed. This procedure requires the minimum amount of work
by the accounting department, since all the expenses are paid at the field office
and distribution made there by trucks aqd functions.
From the voucher register, the expenses are posted to a detail expense ledger,
by parties. This ledger is a subsidiary to the general ledger account. From
the detail ledger a statement for each party is made. These statements are used
as supporting schedules to the profit and loss statement. Copies are sent to the
party chief (for the particular party he is managing), which enables him to
compare his current month's expenses with the previous month's expenses,
total year -to -date and a budget which has been established for the particular
area he is working. Exhibit 3 shows the accounts in the detail ledger and the
form of statement taken from the ledger. From the detail statements of the
parties, the totals of each section are transferred to the profit and loss statement
under the heading of operating cost.
Use of Budget Figures
The budget column of Exhibit 3 is used as a means of controlling cost, both
by the home office and the party chief. The budget is based on averages of
previous operational experience in the particular area and is a guide by which
the current operations can be compared and controlled. It is used for comparison only and is not integrated with the books.
As an example of budget construction and use, it may be supposed that the
recording unit requires four men. From our wage scale we determine approximately what the salaries should be and establish this as a budget figure. Any
variance of appreciable amount from this budget figure would indicate some
unusual condition that should be examined. It may be found that an extra man
is on the party, either as a trainee or for vacation relief. It is not always a
condition which can be corrected, but it is possible to determine the cause and
give an explanation to management.
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OPERATING COST —FIELD PARTIES
PARTY # 1
BUDGET

THIS MO NTH

LAST MONTH YEAR TO DATE

GENERAL EXPENSE:
Depreciation — Sesmic
Depreciation — Drilling
Payroll Tax — Insurance
Insurance —Other
Travel
Field Transportation
Living Allowance
Car Expense
Freight & Express
Total General
OFFICE EXPENSE:
Salaries
Postage
Rent
Office Supplies
Telephone - Telegraph
U +ilities
Party Chief —Car
Total Office
RECORDING EXPENSE:
Salaries
Supplies — Repairs
Truck Expense
Geophone Cables
Photo Paper & Chemicals
Total Recording
SHOOTING EXPENSE:
Same accounts as first three under
recording
SURVEYING EXPENSE:
Same accounts as shooting
DRILLING EXPENSE:
Salaries
Supplies & Repairs
Drill Truck
Water Truck
Bits
(These accounts for each drill
unit on party)
Total Drilling
Total Operating Cost

EXHIBIT 3
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PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
PARTY I

PARTY 2

PARTY 20

TOTAL

GROSS INCOME:
Seismograph Service
Drilling
Miscellaneous— Contract Charges
Total Gross Income
Operating Costs
General
Office
Recording
Shooting
Surveying
Drilling
Total Operating Costs
Indirect Operating Cost — Supervision
Net Operating Income
General & Administrative Expense
Other Income:
Other Deductions:
Net Profit before Taxes
EXHIBIT 4

Profit and Loss Statement
A look at Exhibit 4 will give a picture of the general layout and special
features of the profit and loss statement. It will be noted that it is columnized
by parties.
Gross income is the contractual fixed price for services rendered and is segregated into three classifications. Seismograph service is the basic technical
service performed, consisting of surveying, shooting, recording of data in the
field, computing and analyzing seismic records in the office, and making a
final report to the client. Drilling is a separate operation and can be subcontracted if desired. Drilling due to subsurface conditions is the most hazardous operation, profitwise, and is carried separately to analyze and compare
cost with income in order to establish the price to the client in different areas.
Miscellaneous contract charges consist of special equipment and services performed under the contract in addition to the basic seismic service, such as an
extra personnel bus to haul personnel to the field, etc.
Operating costs are made up of totals from the field party operating cost
statement (Exhibit 3). "Indirect operating cost — supervision" includes exNOVEMBER, 1951
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penses incurred by executives and supervisors in performance of seismic surveys
and in supervising field parties. They are general and administrative expenses
considered as classifiable to operations and yet not direct expenses of a party.
They are closed to indirect operating costs and distributed equally to the parties
on the profit and loss statement.
General and administrative expenses are incurred in conducting the home
office. Charges are made directly to the parties for service, repairs, and maintenance of instruments and equipment. The size of the home office or headquarters is determined by the operational size of the company, i.e., the number
of field parties and whether or not a shop and electrical laboratory to build and
service instruments and equipment is maintained.
In accounting for the home office the necessary departments and accounts
are as follows:
ADMINISTRATIVE AND DEPARTMENTAL EXPENSE
DEPARTMENTS

Office
Electrical laboratory
Shop
Mechanical
Automotive
Storeroom
Research
ACCOUNTS

Salaries— Officers and department heads
Salaries —other
Salaries — Liquidated —Cr. balance

Payroll insurance
Advertising
Depreciation
Drafting
Dues and subscriptions
Freight and express
Postage
Rent
Supplies
Travel
Telephone and telegraph

The item designed, "Salaries- Liquidated" may arouse interest. It reflects a
procedure used to transfer to work orders direct labor from "Salaries— Other"
in the electrical laboratory and shop department. Work orders for repairs,
service and maintenance are charged directly to field party expense as operating
cost. Work orders for manufacturing are charged to respective capital equipment (assets) accounts. The other expenses of the home office are of an overhead nature.
A Unique Line of Business
It can readily be understood that the same accounting procedures cannot be
employed in dealing with geophysical exploration as would apply in manufacturing or retail selling. There is no standard cost in this type of business.
However, with knowledge and understanding of the peculiarities of this unique
operation and with proper accounting, the accountant is able to analyze cost
and furnish information pointing to matters needing control.
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Trading Company Accounting in the South Seas
by RAY ANDERSON, JR.
Construction Accounting Staff, Tennessee Valley Authority, Chattanooga, Tenn.

The accounting control of merchandise, cash, and inventories when
they are located —and locally managed —on sparsely inhabited islands
hundreds of miles apart, is at once not the same as and not so different
from accounting control of assets under more usual conditions. This
article describes the differences in an entertaining manner.

the accounts and accounting
procedures of a South Seas trading company must be appropriate for the
value of assets involved, area of operations, number of employees (accounting
and operational), location of customers, classes of merchandise handled and
other factors. In accounting for assets, the major problems relate to cash, accounts receivable, inventories and a system of internal control for an operation
carried out over possibly millions of square miles, as well as to the other

L

IKE AN Y OT H E R TY PE O F BUSINESS V E N T U RE ,

factors mentioned above.
Supplying Island Bases and Sub -bases
Let us assume that an export- import house at San Francisco operates a
trading program in the central Pacific Ocean area in addition to. merchandising
programs on the various continents. In the same manner that it will have
branch offices or agents on the continents, it establishes a Pacific Ocean branch
at Guam (or Honolulu, American Samoa, etc.), making possible closer supervision of field operations. Further, let us assume that bases or sub - branches are
established at various main islands or atolls throughout an area 1,000 miles
wide and 2,500 miles long, an over -all area of 21/ 2 million square miles. These
fixed bases of operation have superseded the clipper ship of other days which
sailed from island to island on months -long trading trips. Otherwise, the basic
trading transactions have remained unchanged. Sales are primarily to native
stores.
Large volume orders for stock of the branch and sub - branches, are placed
by the San Francisco home office with American supply houses, based upon
requisitions by operational personnel at the bases, often issued one year in
advance of need. Since the wants of the native people are simple, these requisitions include such items as chambray cloth, mirrors, cigarettes (apparently no
longer a luxury anywhere on earth), beef stew (which threatens to supersede
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fish as a main diet), flour, soap, woodworking tools, candles, shoes, kerosene
lanterns and foot - operated sewing machines. Naturally, these orders result in
lower unit costs because of the volume. Major warehouses are operated at San
Francisco and Guam and each base has its own smaller warehouse.
Merchandise is shipped to Guam, where a portion may be sold locally and
the remainder trans - shipped to the bases. In some cases it may be less costly
to ship direct to the bases. At the bases, the goods are inventoried (and any
shortages charged back to the shipping branch or base) and placed on store
shelves and warehouses. Stock in the stores will be sold locally and stock in the
warehouse constitutes a general reserve and will be taken out on trading trips
in the surrounding islands or atolls.
In order to best utilize its staffs, the company may adopt a practice of selling
locally to the native storekeepers of a particular near -by district on certain days
of the week only. If this happens, the natives of the district may accompany
the storekeepers in order to sell directly to the company their own products,
including handicraft made by the women, children and older men, copra (coconut meat the commodity which produces the basic ingredient in oil soaps),
trochus shells from which the finest pearl buttons are made, trepang —a type of
sea snail which is a delicacy on Chinese markets —and miscellaneous other products, such as fruit not available in all districts.
The Trading Trip into Native Territory
In addition to local transactions, trading trips of several days' duration may
be made by some of the personnel to nearby districts within, say, a 200-mile
radius. The hold of a ship is filled with American -made goods and, at the completion of the trip, is filled with native goods if the trip is a complete success.
Fortunately for the accounting process, the barter system is rapidly giving way
to outright purchase and sale transactions. Each trader is completely responsible
for company assets and for completing his transactions in such a manner as to
keep the natives satisfied as to the company's integrity and honesty in business
dealings. Necessarily, the trustworthiness and dependability of the trader are
strongly considered at the time of his employment.
In addition to trade goods, the trader starts his trip with a cash fund. In
many cases this is several hundred dollars and, infrequently, depending on the
size of the territory to be served, as much as five or six thousand dollars. Credit
sales are allowed, with the trade goods being left on one trip and collections
being made on the next subsequent trip. Local storekeepers are utilized as
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points of delivery of trade goods by the company and of products by the natives. The councils of the villages may take charge of the sale of stock in the
stores and the clerks of the councils, being the better - educated men in the village, usually become the storekeepers.
These trading trips normally produce the bulk of the company's business and
the settlement with the trader at the completion of his trip is of the utmost importance. The requirements for settlement, since the traders are hired for their
business ability and not for their knowledge of bookkeeping, have to be simple
and readily understood, as is the case with all basic accounting records and procedures. It can be seen that a formula for a trading trip settlement might be:
cash and trade goods originally taken at selling prices, —cash, trade goods not
sold, and native products purchased. Shortages and overages may frequently
occur but, unless the discrepancy is of an unusually large amount, are considered significant only in comparison with the total results of the trip.
Precautions with Respect to Cash and Receivables
Although each base should have its own vault or safe (or if a bank happens
to be available, an account therewith), all cash in excess of the normal operating
needs should be delivered by courier (or check, if possible) to the branch or
home offices. Accounts receivable should be scrutinized and aged so that excessive credit will not be given to the customers. However, losses on accounts
receivable will prove surprisingly low because of the innate honesty of the
natives.
Inventory Records —Base and Branch
Both pricing and records may present a problem in regard to inventories. The
question of pricing is not so much which cost method is to be used, as "fifo,"
"lifo," average, etc., but whether a cost or retail method would be better. The
retail method is worthy of consideration because the operation parallels that of
a chain of department stores and, of course, would mean less work at the bases,
as the personnel there would be concerned only with the history of retail price
changes and the taking of physical inventories.
However, this would lead to a greater burden on the accounting staff of the
branch since they would have to reconcile, during any post audit, retail and cost
prices as well as maintain perpetual inventories at a cost. Another objection to
the retail method of inventory pricing is that inter -base transfers frequently
occur and the selling price may not be uniform in all areas, due to various economic levels in the island groups. A cost basis may be used and the inter -base
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transfers may be billed at cost by the base shipping the inventories. Generally,
this is the better method.
It has already been mentioned that accounting records and procedures at the
bases are usually kept as simple as possible. This is due to the fact the operational personnel must normally handle a great deal of the accounting work
and that, by the very nature of the operation, a few Caucasian personnel may,
with the help of the natives, manage the operations and accounting. Often the
number of personnel is meagre and is dictated by the difference in the economic
level of the islands where the trade goods are sold and that of the country
where they are purchased. Of course, an Asiatic trading company would not
experience this difficulty. Compensation for this difference lies in the savings
on large - volume purchases mentioned previously. The effect of difference in
economic levels is reversed in native products transactions.
The branch may keep no perpetual inventory records, or the only perpetual
inventory records, or it may duplicate the records kept at the bases. On the surface it may seem that maintenance of perpetual inventories at both bases and
the branch, in cases in which this is done, is a wasteful duplication of effort,
but it may be advantageous to both the administrative and finance officers to
have a record of inventories at all bases readily available. From the operational
standpoint, future purchase needs can be more easily ascertained in this way
and the excess or slow- moving items at one base may be ordered transferred to
another base where they would be in greater demand, since the likes and dislikes of natives in the various regions and districts are not always similar.
From the accounting standpoint, post- audits of base transactions would have
little basis unless the branch had access to cost data available only through perpetual inventory records. Also, the records of the branch may become all -important when, due to small staffs or over -work at some base, it becomes impossible to post to inventory records there. At such times, the pricing of issues
(on the "fifo" basis, for instance) would be difficult were it not for the data
available currently at the branch, furnishing a basis for adjustments.
It seems to the writer that, in those cases in which the last - mentioned situation is likely to occur frequently, particularly as regards small trading companies, a solution would be the use of monthly average costs. Under this method,
the total accumulated costs of a particular unit of merchandise, divided at the
beginning of each month by the number of units on hand, would give a unit
cost to be assigned to all issues during the month, regardless of purchase or
sales sequence. From the federal income tax standpoint, the method would be
satisfactory as long as it was followed consistently by the company. This would,
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of course, preclude the necessity of computing new unit costs on the inventory
record after each issue or purchase.
Accounting Records of the Branch
The branch maintains all types of accounts, books and records normally
found in commercial practice and in accordance with generally- accepted accounting principles. Cash and merchandise in transit from one base to another or
the branch should be segregated on the branch balance sheet. Among the
branch's net worth accounts may be found the following:
I. Ho me office account—This account is
similar to that generally used by branch
offices to show the accountability to the
home office for branch assets.
2. Liability for shipments received but
not billed —As the name implies, the
balance in this account represents estimated cost of goods received from the
home office for which no invoice has
been received. As soon as determination

of actual cost is made, this account is
closed to the home office account, with
appropriate adjustments to inventory or
cost of goods sold.
Profit and Loss—This account may or
may not be closed to the home office
account monthly. A subdivision of operating results by bases may prove informative.

Accounting Records of the Bases; Eight Forms in Use
The type of operation and number of personnel involved will determine the
type of records at the base. In some cases the bases may maintain bound double entry ledgers and submit only a summary of operations and financial condition
to the branch as their monthly reports. Regardless of types of reports used,
arrangements should be made so that the bases' reports may be received and
processed or analyzed by the branch in sufficient time for the branch to meet its
reporting requirements to the home office.
As an alternative, detailed reports may be submitted by the bases. Arrangements should be made, if possible, so that the reports are prepared daily through
the cumulative effect of recording transactions, i.e., at the end of the month
the report forms will be completed because of the daily posting of transactions.
This is possible through the use of the following (or similar) forms:
I. Record of cash receipts.
2. Record of cash disbursements.
3. Record of merchandise received or transferred.
4. Record of credit sales.
S. Proof of cash count and summary of
transactions.

6. Accounts receivable and summary of
transactions.
7. Inventories and summary of transactions.
8. "All- purpose" form (attached to the
base report as supporting documentation).

In addition to these forms enumerated above which might be described as
journal sheets (Forms 1 to 4), summary sheets (Forms 5 to 7), and supporting
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schedules (Form 8), the bases should be free to use any other forms that would
expedite accounting and reporting. Daily, as transactions occur, they are entered
on the journal sheets, each transaction supported by an "all- purpose" or other
form. At the end of the month the three summary sheets are prepared. All forms
are prepared in duplicate, the originals being mailed to the branch office and
the duplicates being filed at the base. In short, the forms serve two purposes:
record (at the base) and post -audit (at the branch).
The two cash records serve the function of cash journals. The receipts form
has columns headed: date, received, form, reference, (supporting documentation), total cash received, accounts receivable, trade goods, handicraft, and
other. Under each of the last three headings are subcolumnar headings: sales
and cost of sales. The disbursements form has columns for various types of
purchases and for expenses, the latter sub - divided as to native payrolls and
other expense.
The third and fourth forms listed are explained by their names. It is assumed here that inventories are priced at cost. Transfers between bases or merchandise received at the base directly from the home office (no cash involved)
are entered on Form 3. Charges to accounts receivable are collected on Form 4
which has appropriate headings, like the cash receipts form but for sales data.
There are presented on Form 5 the details of the cash count at the end of
the month, reconciled with cash on hand and in the bank at the first of the
month, plus receipts and less payments from the cash receipts and disbursements forms. Form 6 offers a listing of customers' balances and reconciles them
with balances at the beginning of the month through sales from Form 4, collections from Form 1 and returned sales entered as credits on Form 4.
Form 7 lists inventories under groupings, i.e., trade goods, copra, handicraft,
and other, etc. The book inventory (adjusted, let us assume, quarterly by physical count) is reconciled with balances shown by the previous monthly report
plus cash and charge purchases from (Forms 2 and 3, respectively), minus inventories shipped as shown by Form 3, cost of goods sold (Forms 1 and 4) and
items written off. This final element should be carefully scrutinized because of
the possibility that goods worthless at one base may have value at another.
As has already been indicated, Form 8 is a form in general use for supporting documentation, although other forms, such as native payrolls, invoices, bills
of lading and lists of items discarded from inventory may be employed. Form
8 may have the descriptive columns and may serve the purposes shown in Exhibit 1. By the checking of the appropriate space, it becomes an all- purpose
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FEATURES OF GENERAL PURPOSE BASE REPORTING FORM
Customary Column Headings

Item
No.

Quantity

Unit
Cost

Description

Extension
(at cost)

Unit
Selling
Price

Extension
(at selling
price)

Use Box
(Check Use of Form)
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Cash received
Cash disbursed
Charge sale
Transfer in
Transfer out
Other (describe)

....... ...............................

EXHIBIT 1

form, keeping the number of forms required for basic documents at a minimum.
For sales transactions, both cash and credit, the cost is required in addition to
selling price. For other uses, the cost only is required.
Field Auditing
At intervals and unexpectedly, where possible, representatives of the home or
branch offices should visit the bases to make audits and investigations or to
advise on financial and accounting matters. Cash counts, test counts of inventories and fixed assets, discussions with base accountants in regard to reporting
problems and with base operational personnel as to the soundness or authorization of projects or programs, are the concern of these representatives.
It's Different in the South Seas
The tropical dampness makes paper money extremely difficult to handle, since
two bills will stick together as one. Also, the company may find it difficult to
keep adequate supplies of silver coins on hand because the natives bury them,
knowing they have greater permanence of value than paper money for two
reasons:
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I. Paper money cannot be buried for safekeeping without deterioration.
2. Successive rules by three or four nations
in a period of fifty years or less have

caused the natives to doubt the permanent value of occupation currency. The
coins, longer lasting, can be assigned
values by the natives, themselves.

This manner of ignoring occupation money to some degree is specifically
exemplified by the natives of one island group in the Western Carolines who
employ six -foot slabs of stone as their permanent medium of exchange. Though
never moved, their owners are known to all.
It is impossible to reach the end of observations which could be made. Operations of this kind have interesting aspects for which an article of this type
does not have room. However, members of the accountancy profession may well
find interest in such aspects as it has been practicable to touch on, for they
demonstrate a reconciliation of modern accounting techniques with primitive
living conditions rarely experienced.
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THE

WORKSHOP

Work -In- Process Control is Worth the Trouble
by C. R. ANDERSON

o

Sales Manager, Virginia Branch, The McBee Co., Richmond, Vo

Lower financial risk, a cleaner .chop, shorter production cycle, better
delivery dates —all these are here cited as rewards of improved control
of in- process inventory. Simplified procedure applicable to job and
process shops alike is then outlined.

is in- process to as low a figure as posmisleading and misunderstood sible and still allow maximum shop
term. Frequently it is made to include efficiency. Work -in- process represents
purchased castings forgings and parts, an investment of material, labor, and
purchased services like plating and factory expense which in their present
heat treating, work being processed form are valueless to the company. If
through the shop, and finished parts the enterprise were liquidated tomorand subassemblies. If all these cate- row, the work -in- process inventory
gories of inventory are thrown to- would have to be sold as scrap in most
gether, changes in one will be ob- cases. The related investment can be
scured by offsetting changes in others. recovered only when the product is
In the strict sense of the word, work - finished and marketed in a saleable
in- process should be only the material form.
Although minimization of investwhich is actually traveling through the
shop in the process of conversion ment is the outstanding goal of work from one form to another. It is here in- process control, it goes along with
that we will center our discussion.
a group of corollary objectives. The
following are numbered among the
Control Brings Practical Results
advantages
which will accrue from an
The control of work -in- process is
essentially the control of the produc- adequate control of work -in- process.
ERY OFTEN WORK -IN- PROCESS

Va

tion activities of a manufacturing enterprise. The primary objective of control is to reduce the amount of workNOVEMBER, 1951

I. The amount of work -in- process will be reduced and, as a result, the investment
required to carry work -in- process to the
point of salability will be reduced.
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titular regard as to what day of the
week each will be finished, then the
manufacturing cycle of the plant would
be four weeks. However, we might be
able to cut this manufacturing cycle to
a week if we schedule operations to follow each other on a day -to -day basis.
We will, therefore, not only reduce the
manufacturing cycle but we will also
vastly reduce the number of orders and
items in process at any given time.
7. A more accurate prediction of delivery
dates will result and delivery promises
will be based on fact rather than hope.
By checking and controlling the location
and schedule performance of each order
and the performance of each operation
on the orders assigned against it, it
should be possible to effect almost perfect performance against original delivery promises. Even if it is necessary to
make radical changes in the schedule in
order to accommodate certain customers,
one order may be substituted for another without hopelessly loading the
schedule with more work than can be
conveniently handled at the moment.
Physical Control and
Accounting Control

There are two basic types of control
which affect work -in- process. First,
there is the physical control of the
product through its various operations
and stages of manufacture until it
is

2. Increased turnover will result from a reduction of work -in- process. In other
words, the investment in work -in- process
will be a smaller one in relation to the
total production for a given period. Thus
the investment will perform more work
and yield a greater return.
3. A cleaner and more orderly plant will
result because the quantity of goods in
process at any given moment will be reduc9d and the material will be moving
through the plant in a more orderly fashion. Material will not pile up in areas
and cause an overload of available storage facilities.
4. A balanced usage of production facilities
will result. This is to say that the maximum utilization of each piece of equipment will be effected. Idle facilities,
bottle -neck operations and bottle -neck
facilities will be eliminated. Each piece
of equipment will be scheduled with as
much work as it can absorb during a
given period. As a result, bottle -necks
which tend to hold up other operations
will be virtually eliminated.
S. More adequate information as to the location of any particular order and its
status will be available, that is, whether
or not an order is progressing according
to the original schedule and when we can
reasonably expect it to be finished. Such
information is vitally necessary to answer
customer's inquiries and to determine
whether or not the plant is operating
according to the scheduled plan. At all
times it should be possible for the central scheduling office to put its finger on
any particular production order operation without sending expediters into the
shop. If the location of a production
order and its status at the moment is
known, expediting can be done over the
telephone.
b. A reduction of the manufacturing cycle
is possible. Since the amount of work -inprocess at any given time is decreased,
the number of days or hours it takes a
given production order to complete the
production cycle is shortened. The cycle
can be arbitrarily established by the
method of scheduling used. A relatively
loose production schedule will result in
a longer manufacturing cycle, while a
tight production schedule under which
operations are scheduled daily and follow one another day -by -day, will result
in a much shorter production cycle. For
example, if most of our production orders
require four operations and each operation is scheduled weekly without any par-

delivered to the finished storeroom.
Second, there is the accounting or record control which traces the material
in quantities and dollars in its various
stages and which transfers raw material and payroll charges to work-in process and work -in- process to finished stores. The accounting controls
are necessary in order to make periodic financial reports and analyses of
manufacturing performance without
taking a physical inventory. In fact, if
the work -in- process accounting control
is accurate, the running book value
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

can often be used in place of obtaining value by physical count and pricing, if there have been periodic checks
and a physical inventory has been
taken in cycles during the period. This
is especially true when inventories are
handled on a unit basis or on a lot
basis, so that when a particular lot is
used up, any discrepancy in its quantity count is then accounted for.
The physical and accounting controls are not always applied in the
same way. Very often in job shops,
even though there is a job control of
the physical quantity of production
going through the shop, process accounting may be used instead of job
lot accounting. Also, in many so- called
process shops, particularly a steel mill
where to all intents and purposes production is on a process basis, the physical control is by a lot system and
each lot is scheduled separately. Here
again, the accounting controls are
maintained on a process basis with
possibly some subsidiary breakdown
of groupings of products. This type of
control is common where all products
pass through the same operations or
same group of operations but are
slightly different in a physical way or
are made to a customer's order.
The point is that in shops of both
types, there is a natural tendency toward job lot control at the physical
level and process control at the accounting level. This thought is basic
to the present discussion of in- process
NOVEMBER, 1951

controls. The situation requires that
control at both levels be made to dovetail. The paragraphs below apply particularly to job shops but, as has been
indicated and as will be re- emphasized
later, the differentiation from process
operation is sometimes not significant.
The following records for physical
control are useful to integrate the
physical and accounting controls into
a control system for work -in- process:
I. Production orders

2.
3.
4.
5.
b.
7.
8.

Material requisitions
Identification tickets
Move tickets
Load and schedule tickets
Master progress card
Stores receipt
Labor tickets

Production Order and
M aterial Requisitions

A production order or production
release is the authorization to start
production. The order may be a complete processing and routing sheet plus
a bill of materials and a blueprint to
control the quantity and quality of
work to be produced. A production
order would list the specifications, the
material required, the sequence to be
performed, the work centers or machines on which these operations are
to be performed, a description of the
operations (possibly also the tool
numbers and set -ups to be used), piece
rates and standard hours per unit, and
any other information necessary to
process the order through the shop.
If the production order is a repro353

ducible master, all the necessary paper
work can be created from it and a
large number of transcriptions saved.
Many errors in description and code
numbers can be eliminated in this
way. A copy of the production order
travels with the material, and other
copies are sent to the various departments through which the order will
pass. In addition, the cost department
and engineering department very often
receive copies of the production order
or, at least, a master copy of the route
sheet for process and cost information.
Material is physically authorized to
be withdrawn from stores by a material requisition. The control of material issued is the first step in the
control of work -in- process through
the shop. If we do, not limit the
amount of material to be issued for a
particular production order, over -runs
will occur. Such over -runs probably
will not fit in with current manufacturing plans and will use up vital material that might be earmarked for
other orders. If the material requisition is created from the production
order master, it will be a positive authorization for a specific quantity of
material for manufacturing the required number of parts. If the material requisition is handwritten as the
material is withdrawn from stock, a
master bill of materials is forwarded
with the production order and serves
as an authorization to the stores department to issue the quantity of ma354

terial for that order. In other words,
for adequate control, the stores department should not issue any more
material than called for on the material requisition or master bill of material. If there is spoilage of material
or, possibly, an error in the calculation of the amount of material necessary, the production department should
issue a supplemental authorization before the stores department issues additional material.
Identification, Move, and Load Tickets

After the material is withdrawn
from stock, it is further controlled by
identification tickets which have been
created from the production order
master and which designate the material through all stages of production.
The identification ticket should contain such information as is necessary
to positively identify the item, the
production order it belongs to, and
also the operations through which it
must pass to become a finished item.
In addition, the operations completed
to date may be checked off or initialed
as they occur.
Move tickets may be used as an authorization to take the material from
one operation to another or from production to temporary storage before it
goes to the next department or next
operation. A move ticket would not be
necessary in a small, closely -knit plant
where most of the shop dispatch and
time - keeping procedures are centered
in one location. However, in a large
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

and spread -out plant, authorization to
move material from one department
to another is essential.
Load and schedule tickets may be
used to accumulate the production load
against a certain work center. The
load tickets then serve as posting
media. The quantity produced on each
operation is posted on these tickets.
Thus the foreman is able to control
the quantities reported and to prevent
over- reporting for payroll. He wi l l
also have a progress record of each
job while it is in his department. The
load ticket, when sent back to the production department, serves as notification that the operation has been
completed and also shows the elapsed
hours of work, the number of pieces
produced, and perhaps the number of
rejects.
Order Progress Record

The information on the load ticket
should be posted to a progress or
master record of the order. The pieces
produced, the pieces rejected, the
number of actual hours spent on the
operation and the date the operation
was finished are the data to be so
posted. They should be posted by operation. If it is desired to know the
location of a production order in the
plant, the master order record is
checked to determine the last operation completed. The following operation is thus disclosed as the present
location. Long production orders
should be broken up into separate reNOVEMBER, 1951

leases, so that each release can be accounted for and discrepancies washed
out upon completion of each release. If a single production order is
stretched out through all stages of
manufacture, supplementary load tickets, turned in at least once a week,
would record partial progress of the
order through the various operations
and keep the progress record current.
However, it is desirable not to have
long - running orders because, when an
order is long in the shop, some of the
quantity control features are lost.
Physical control of work -in- process
is completed when a stores receipt is
made out to record the transfer to finished goods inventory. This receipt
may be a receipt filled out for each lot
accepted and received by the storeroom or it may be the load ticket for
the final operation showing completion of the order.
Working the Accounting Controls

T h e a c c o u n t i n g controls are
achieved by using the material requisition to transfer the material withdrawn from raw material, purchased
parts, or whatever inventory account
is affected and charging it to the work in- process control account. Direct
labor tickets for labor used on specific
orders are also accumulated and
charged to the work -in- process control
account. Departmental and general
overhead charges may be transferred
to work -in- process as a percentage of
direct labor hours or amounts, or the
355

entire indirect payroll plus factory expenses may be charged to work -inprocess.
The requisitions and labor tickets
are usually filed in a work -in- process
file by production order number.
When the order is finished and the
cost department is so notified, the material requisitions and labor tickets
with overhead applied thereon, are removed from the file and transferred
out of work -in- process and either into
finished goods or cost of sales. At the
same time variances may be calculated.
If a work -in- process control account

the word. The physical production is
controlled on an order basis and most
of the elements of job shop control
are present. In other words the following similar situations exist:
I.
2.
3.
4.

A production order is required.
Material is usually requisitioned.
Identification tickets are used.
Load and schedule tickets are used to
plan the load into the line.
S. Stores receipts are used to transfer from
in- process to finish stores.

Inasmuch as all work travels
through the same series of operations,
move tickets and progress records are
not required. Usually, once the work
starts, it goes through all the operations automatically. Labor is recorded
on a process basis and is not identified against individual jobs.

is not carried on the general books,
work -in- process can be calculated by
tabulating the in- process inventory
shown by the production progress records and pricing items at standard. In
this case, all material, labor and overTo "Lick the Problem"
head charges for the period are transAll of the production and cost
ferred directly into cost of manufacturing and the ending work -in- process forms which have been discussed are
valuation is subtracted from the total unit records and are created from a
to arrive at the cost of sales or the common production order master.
cost of goods finished for the period. They are all tied together by a comThis method automatically absorbs all mon method of creation and from a
manufacturing inefficiencies and the common method of entry to form an
work -in- process inventory would be integrated production, payroll, and
cost accounting system which adeconservatively priced.
quately controls the planning, conThe Case of Process Costing
trolling and recording of work -inAs has already been advanced in process. Such a system is a flexible
this paper, it may fairly be said that tool which will enable management to
many so- called process shops are proc- keep on top of the work -in- process
ess only in the accounting sense of control problem.
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Control of Capital Outlay Authorizations
by ARTHUR H. WERNECKE
Manager, I.B.M. Section, Efficiency Department, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Akron, Ohio

Under the routine here described for considered processing of proposed
capital additions — reflecting practice in a large company —an estimate
request, cost estimate, authorization, progress reports, and completion
reports succeed each other with cumulative effect upon the information
in the hands of all interested personnel. The accounting department's
role is central to the procedure.
N

I

ORDER

TO

CON T R OL

EX PE ND I-

Back of the Authorization Are the
Request and the Estimate

TURES on capital authorizations, it
The procedure described in this aris essential that the accounting, engineering, and manufacturing depart- ticle has been used effectively for apments work in close cooperation. Be- proximately five years by a large corfore the engineering department can poration with manufacturing plants
make an accurate estimate of cost, it and warehouses located throughout
must be in possession of pertinent in- the world. It has provided manageformation that only the manufacturing ment with an accurate and up -to -date
department can furnish, such as pro- analysis of the company's capital exduction and operational results to be penditure program in both the planning and the construction stages.
obtained.
Before a commitment of an investThe accounting department, in turn,
must be advised of these details so ment nature is made, an Authorization
that proper accounts may be estab- For Capital Expenditure (Exhibit I)
lished, the procedure outlined, and in- is prepared for approval as will be deformation essential to management se- scribed. The procedure starts with a
cured. The accounting department Request for Cost Estimate (Exhibit
should be in a position to review all 2). This form is issued by any foreauthorization requests and determine man or department head and is sent
what part, if any, should be expensed. to the planning engineer who dears
It should also be able to advise the the proposal with the engineering
engineering department, as well as superintendent. A priority rating is
management, relative to the cost status then established, an engineer is asof any approved authorization during signed to the project, and the person
the period of construction. This status making the request is notified in writshould include both expenditures to ing of the priority rating and the apdate and an estimate of the cost of proximate date the cost estimate will
be completed. When a request for a
completion.
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EXHIBIT 1

cost estimate is accepted, an estimate
number is assigned to the project. The
project is known by this estimate number until the authorization has been
given final approval, at which time a
construction job number is assigned.
Cost Estimate Procedure

In working up the estimate cost, the
engineer prepares an Estimate of Cost
(Exhibit 3) which is itemized on the
basis of cost requirements. This basis
has been determined by the accounting
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department in cooperation with the
engineering department, so that the
necessary information is available for
the investment records, with sufficient
detail to enable the accounting department to keep the chief engineer and
the field engineer posted on the cost
progress of the contemplated project
if approved.
All estimates of cost are divided
into subclassifications. The first three
of these are standard for all jobs and
are as follows:
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

E s t . R. .

J . b N. .

REQUEST FOR COST ESTIMATE

E s t . Cost D

Dab

Ti t l.

C oot. No.

A s t . s l Cost (<

DEJCRI►TION

Yb. n Y. nl od

Eno. D op l.

-

- _ _

E s t ; . t o of Cost S

- -

J i p n. lur .

- -

—

- -

—

Dots

- -

E,ti.t.d b)

Apor - od by

Enpin,or

1, Cb. r oo of Job

R. po r r ls or R - .

-

t o ! Job

EXHIBIT 2

The remainder of the subsidiary cost
classifications within the estimate designate complete units of equipment
making up the entire job. Occasionally other detail may be advantageously segregated as to cost, in order
that proper accounting treatment may
be given. For example, all expenditures involving demolition or relocation are assigned subsidiary numbers
so that those costs may be accumulated.
Material and labor are segregated
on each subsidiary classification in the
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estimate of cost. The finished estimate, as prepared by the engineer,
should include the project name,
cation of work, purpose, and explanation of the relocation and removal of
all existing equipment, and a short
resume of the construction procedure.
This last item is very important, because very often the construction does
not follow the original plan. This
sometimes results in an over or under run of job costs which can now be
readily analyzed.
After completion of the estimate of
cost, it is returned to the planning
engineer for checking and then forwarded to the person who made the
request for it. The estimate is next
lo-

I. Drafting
2. Field engineering
3. Cleaning up (Includes only cleanup work
which is the result of construction)
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EXHIBIT 3

analyzed to determine whether or not
an authorization for capital expenditure should be issued. It is quite possible that, before this decision has
been reached, many conferences may
have been held and several revised
cost estimates may have been prepared.
Prep araf i o n and Ap p roval
of th e Aut h ori sat io n

In preparing the authorization for
capital expenditure for the necessary
approvals the amount of money requested should agree with the amount
of money on the estimate of cost. The
authorization form should be complete in every detail. It should show
the purpose of the project, the expected savings, if possible, and a notation as to the nature of the project;
i.e., replacement, addition, or betterment. If a replacement, a determina360

tion should be made by the accounting
department of the book value of the
equipment to be replaced.
The authorization for capital expenditure is ready at this point for
proper approval by the department
foreman, the production superintendent if it concerns production departments, and the maintenance superintendent if it concerns the maintenance
departments. The safety department is
also contacted to see that the safety
factors and precautions necessary for
the job are included, such as machine
guards, proper lighting, etc. The final
approval of the plant superintendent
is obtained and the form is then forwarded to the accounting department
for determination as to the classification of the request. If it is decided
that the authorization is not a capital
expenditure and should be expensed,
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

ANALYSIS OF CONSTRUCTION JOB NO. 959
TITLE

Au th. No. 977

Replacement of t wo k ettles in De part ment #25

Cost
Current Month

Sub No,

Name

1

D r af t i n g

2

Field Eng ineeri ng

3

Cleaning Up

4

K et t l es
Buvlovak Equipment
Company – PO 56987,
vou.Sub #108780 –
2 Cas t Iron Pots
Labor
Mis c .S tor es Mat eri al

TOTALS

Cost
To Date

Estimated
Cost
$

1100.00

$ 100.00

300.00

125.00

700.00

1,500.00

10,500.00

15,000.00

$11,500.00

$16,900.00

5,500.00
1,200.00
35.00

$6,960.00
EXHIBIT 4

it is so noted, with the proper expense
charge account number, and returned
to the engineering department to be
handled as a maintenance or special
work job.
Authorizations of a capital nature
fall into one of three classifications:

$

$

I. Those requiring only plant approval—
100 to 1,000
The accounting department assigns a
construction job number to the authorization for capital expenditure. The request is then forwarded to the home
office for assignment of the authorization number.
2. Those requiring divisional approval—
$1,000 to $10,000
The request is sent to the divisional
office for the signature of a divisional
executive. It is then forwarded to the
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home office for the assignment of an
authorization number.
3. Those requiring the board of directors'
approval —over $10,000
The request is forwarded to the home
office for approval and for the assignment of an buthorization number.
Keeping Track of the Construction Job

No construction job is issued by the
accounting department until the authorization request has been assigned
an authorization number by the home
office. At the time the construction
job number is assigned, notification of
approval is given by issuing to the
parties concerned a complete copy of
the approved authorization along with
a copy of the estimate of cost and the
procedure schedule. The accounting
361

department then issues a typed form
showing the job name, number, authorization number, and a complete
numbered list of the subsidiary cost
classifications, to be used. This list, as
issued, is the basis used by the accounting department to report all cost
details in connection with the construction project. All work orders and
material requisitions should bear the
job and related "sub" numbers, so
that costs may be properly allocated.

to ask for an increase in the authorization amount if it is apparent that
the present authorized funds are insufficient. It also gives the field engineer the opportunity of currently
checking the charges made against his
project and to offer any necessary corrections. A job progress report is then
prepared by the field enginer and sent
to the chief engineer.

Each month a cost accumulation
and compilation by authorizations is
The accounting department issues made by the accounting department
to the chief engineer, the planning en- and, in conjunction with the chief engineer, field engineer, and department gineer or some person designated by
foreman a monthly analysis of the ex- him, a determination is made as to the
penditures by subsidiary cost classifi- probable date of completion of each
cations on each of the projects under one. An estimate of the amount of
their respective supervision. In this money needed to complete each aujob analysis, the current month's ex- thorization is also made. These deterpenditures are detailed as to labor, minations are simplified by reference
material, and other expenses, as indi- to the analysis of construction job and
cated in Exhibit 4. All materials over other progress reports which have
$25 in value are itemized to show been prepared by the field engineer
quantity, cost, vendors name, type of and the accounting department. The
material, purchase order number, and form, Expenditures of Capital Auaccounting voucher number. A to -date thorizations (not illustrated) is then
total is shown for each classification, prepared by the accounting departas well as the comparable cost esti- ment and supplies the following inmate figure taken from the engineer's formation:
original cost estimate.
I. Job description.
As can readily be seen, this report
gives both the engineer in the field,
as well as the chief engineer, a quick
picture as to the status of the job,
which cost classifications are over or
under expended, and an opportunity
362

2.
3.
4.
5.
b.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Authorization number.
Amount authorized.
Amount expended in current month.
Amount expended in current year.
Amount expended to date.
Present estimate to complete.
Total probable cost.
Over or under expended.
Probable date of completion.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Reporting on Changes
and Completed Jobs

All changes made in any routine or
any changes in information pertaining
to a cost request, authorization, job
analysis, or authorization expenditure
report are handled in writing, with a
copy to all interested parties. No
changes are made without this written
notification being properly approved.
Upon the completion of any construction job, the accounting department issues an "authorization results"
report which summarizes the project,
giving the project name, purpose, and
estimated cost, with the actual cost of
the project recorded. Space is provided to indicate whether or not the
project has been completed satisfactorily and if it is giving the results
contemplated. This report is sent to
the foreman in charge of the department where the installation was made.

After the foreman inserts the data
pertaining to the operation of the
unit, the report is sent to the field engineer who notes any unusual construction occurrences and /or an explanation of cause if the project has overrun its authorized amount.
Information for All

The system as outlined above has
achieved the desired results. A definite
control of expenditures by corporation, by division, and by plant has
been established. The plant engineering department has been furnished
with current month and year -to -date
cost figures during the progress of
each project, for comparison with the
original estimates. The plant accounting department has been kept informed of the details of the project
and, therefore, is in a better position
to supply the required cost information.

Accounting for Repair and Maintenance Work
by JEROME E. DeLISLE
Control Accountant, Keyes Fibre Co., Waterville, Main*

Here narrated it the procedure followed by one company to see that
charges emanating from repair crew activities get proper record for
purposes of control and planning. The case material relater to oversight by management of such outlays in a principal branch plant.

O

UR COMPANY MAINTAINS A pulp

mill plant at Shawmut, Maine, for
the production of groundwood pulp
which is used by the company in the
production of molded pulp and fibrous plastic articles. This mill emNOVE MB ER , 1951

ploys approximately 90 people and
has a repair and maintenance foreman
and a chief electrician. They are, in
turn, responsible to the mill superintendent and /or his assistant.
Management decided that specific
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information was needed in order to
determine what repair and maintenance costs were per ton for the various phases of operation which are
necessary in the manufacture of
groundwood pulp. In addition, information was wanted which would assist in the rendering of a decision as
to whether it would be practical to replace any one piece of machinery or
continue to expend labor and material
for its maintenance.
To realize these objectives, the accounting department conducted a survey and submitted to management a
report on the proposed system of accounting for maintenance labor and
material at the groundwood mill,
which was approved for installation.
The system is described in this article
in much the same way in which it was
presented in a directive issued for the
guidance company personnel. The following formed the basis for the system:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Chart of accounts
Repairorder
Repair crew time cards
Stores requisitions

Chart of Accounts

A chart of account (Exhibit 1 ) was
prepared to include the buildings,
building equipment and the various
departments and /or systems involved
in the manufacture of groundwood
pulp. Each category was designated as
a number series and further subdivided to include its component parts.
364

These index numbers were supplied
to facilitate accumulation of labor and
material charges for either repairs
and /or maintenance on a flexible
basis.
Repair Orders

Under the procedure prescribed repair orders (Exhibit 2) are issued by
the stockroom clerk for any repair
with an estimated cost exceeding $25
but originate with either the maintenance foreman or the chief electrician.
All labor and material charges are
made against these orders. Distribution of repair orders is as follows:
I. Accounting office.
2. Pulpmill office.
3. Maintenance foreman and /or chief electrician.
4. File.

A numerical sequence, starting with
"one," is used to identify repair orders for the calendar year. All the repair orders are charged to a specific
account identified by its number as
taken from the chart of accounts. Initially this charge is left to the discretion of either the maintenance foreman, chief electrician, and /or stockroom clerk. Final approval is made by
the pulp mill superintendent or his
assistant whose signature is needed to
authenticate all repair orders.
Time Cards

Repair Crew Time Cards (Exhibit
3) are used for reporting labor charges
to any given job and one card is preN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

PORTION OF CHART OF ACCOUNTS FOR REPAIRS, RENEWALS,
AND MAINTENANCE
CONTROL ACCO UNTS

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800

Buildings
Building equipment
Grinder room
Wet machine room
Screen room
Stock system
Wood room
Yard

900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600

Machine shop
Fresh water system
Switch room
Refiner
Non - Productive Labor
Electric trucks
Control room
Supervision

DETAIL OF GRIN DER ROOM REPAIR ACCOUNTS

310
320
330
340

Cylinders
Temperature controls
Grinders excepting cylinders
Pressure system, air compressor and pressure valves

350
360
365
370
380
390

Grinder motors complete
Stones
Stone sharpening lathe
Grinder shafts complete
Grinder exhaust system
Wood handling and conveying equipment

EXHIBIT 1

pared for each repair or maintenance ov ,prtime or a call -in, special coding
cost which results in a charge to either of time card entries is occasioned. If
a repair order or an account number overtime is necessary, the foreman or
(in case of maintenance) obtained repairman inserts oa the time card
from the chart of accounts. It is the which carries the workman beyond
foreman who, in all cases, indicates his eight hour day the letters "O.T."
the repair order or account number to (overtime). When called to work
be charged on the repair crew time from home to meet a repair emercards. He initials each card after this gency, the employee, in the absence
is done. Caution is exercised to make of the foreman, marks his time card
sure that repair crew time cards carry "C.I." (call -in) and gives a brief dethe repair order number only in those scription of the work, so that the foreman will be able later to classify the
instances when one is involved.
When an emergency repair has to charge. The importance of indicating
be made, which will involve either on the time card either "O.T." or
NOVEMBER, 1951
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KEYES FIBRE COMPANY
Showmut, Maine
REPAIR ORDER

No
Charge_
Account No.
Date Issued
Date Completed
Description:

COSTS
ESTIMATED

ACTUAL

Labor
Material

Approved
Issued By

Superintendent
EXHIBIT 2

"C.I." is that each carries a different ing reported, the foreman gives all
pay rate. The coding also affords the the time cards of his repair crew to
payroll clerk a means of identification the stock room clerk who proves the
and a basis for allocating these added time cards to each employee's payroll
costs to the proper repair order or time card. After the cards have been
account.
proven, they are turned over to the
The time card.serves a dual purpose payroll clerk in the pulp mill office.
in that it is used for labor distribu- The payroll clerk sorts the cards for
tion and also serves as written au- each employee according to the acthority for the employee to withdraw counts or repair orders and tabulates
from the stockroom materials (the the number of hours spent by each instock clerk writes the requisition, as dividual on each group. The total time
is noted further on) which are to be for the employee is then summarized
used on the job. When a job is com- and verified against the time on his
pleted or when the work day is termi- clock card. The dock card is sent to
nated, the employee turns his time the main office for payroll purposes
card over to his foreman.
after this second proof has been deterOn the day following the time be- mined.
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At this point the hours, which have
been classified into charge groups for
each worker, can be converted to a
dollar value by the application of the
individual employee's rate. The groups
are then totaled for their values and
are left intact by individual employee
until proven against the payroll sheet
which is furnished by the main office.
After each employee's pay, as computed by the payroll clerk in the pulp
mill office, has been verified with the
payroll sheet furnished by the main
office, the cards of all employees concerned are re- sorted into repair orders
and account numbers. The total dollar
values of the various groups are then
posted to a summary sheet according
to account classification or repair order
number. This procedure is followed
for each week (or portions) making
up a month. At the end of the month
the total repair labor, as it appears on
the summary sheet, must agree with
the repair labor control figure as it
appears on the monthly payroll distribution sheet.
Stores Requisitions

Stores requisitions (Exhibit 4) are
used to accumulate material charges
against repair orders, maintenance,
and small repairs and renewals. It is
the responsibility of the stockroom
clerk to write the requisition and issue
the material against it. He does so
only on the presentation of the repair
crew time card which carries the
NOVEMBER, 1951

charge and an authenticating signature.
After the requisition has been made
and the material issued, the stockroom
clerk, at some time during the day,
prices the requisition and credits his
inventory card for the amount involved. The requisition is then placed
in a file, arranged in conformity with
the chart of accounts or numerically
according to repair order. At the end
of the month, these requisitions are
sent to the accounting office for processing and a distribution prepared according to classification, with credit
to the inventory account in the general
ledger.
If it is necessary for the night repair crew to withdraw material from
the stockroom in the absence of the
stock-room clerk, the crew members
fill out a stores requisition for the
items withdrawn and sign it, giving a
brief description of the work to be
performed e.g., repair of disc barker.
The requisition is left in the stockroom for the clerk's disposition on the
following day. The stockroom clerk
contacts the maintenance foreman or
chief electrician and obtains his signature for the material thus requisitioned
and also obtains the proper classification of the account to be charged.
Repair Materials Purchase Procedure

Purchasing of repair materials is a
related problem. A purchase requisition is the basic record needed to
initiate the purchase of material by
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the purchasing department. The requi- ceived at the Waterville plant, at
sition, which denotes the account or which time the invoice is processed
repair order to be charged, is origi- for payment. The duplicate invoice is
nated at our pulp mill plant and is forwarded to the pulp mill to be used
forwarded to the main office for proc- in the issuance of a stores requisition.
essing. The purchasing agent, upon Purchases against repair orders or a
receipt of the requisition, finds a repair account are charged to insource of supply and has a purchase ventory of pulp mill stores which
order issued to cover. Copies of the serves as a clearing account for such
purchase order, which are retained for purchases.
inter - office and plant control, carry the
When the material is received at

KEYES FIBRE COMPANY

TIME CARD —PLANT USE ONLY
Name

Date
W. O.
Total

Detail No. D.W.G.

no.Noma

N O T E Make out c ard on e ac h new job or ope rat ion

EXHIBIT 3

repair order or account number to
which the final charge is to be made.
The pulp mill, upon receipt of its
copy, places the order in a suspense
file pending receipt of the material
from the supplier.
When the invoice, which is rendered in duplicate, is received by the
purchasing department, it is held in
suspense until the merchandise is re368

the pulp mill, a stores requisition is
made charging the account as it appears on the purchase order for the
amount as taken from the duplicate
invoice. There will be a corresponding
credit to the inventory account at the
end of the month when stores requisitions are processed by the main office.
At the end of the month the stores
requisitions, sorted according to acN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

ville furnishes the accounting department with an abstract of all labor
charges made against the Shawmut
plant. The abstract enables the accounting department to classify the
charges according to account or repair
order against the work sheets originated at Shawmut. All material withdrawn from Waterville stores to be
used on a repair for Shawmut plant

count or repair order number, are sent
to the main office where they are used
in preparing the monthly stores distribution entry. The charges are summarized in detail on the work sheets,
along with the labor distribution previously mentioned.
Repairs Performed at Another Plant

From time to time, it is necessary

KE Y E

S FIBRE

COMPANY

STORES REQUISMON
FRO M ---------------------------- DEPT .

No.---------------DATE- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

CHARGE--------- ---------- - - - ---

81 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------- ----- - - - - --

EXHIBIT 4

for the Waterville plant to make repairs for the Shawmut plant. In all
cases, the work to be performed is covered by a requisition approved by the
pulp mill superintendent or his assistant. It indicates the account or repair order to which labor and material
charges are to be made.
The payroll department at WaterNOVEMBER, 1951

is covered by a stores requisition which
carries the charge to an account or
repair order.
Monthly Reporting

In summarizing labor and material
expended on routine maintenance and
major repairs, the distribution of the
Shawmut labor of this type is made
36 9

by its clerk who accumulates the
charges on work sheets. These sheets
are then sent to the main office for
completion where an allocation of the
material used at Shawmut is made to
the proper accounts on the work
sheets, together with labor charges and
materials used at Waterville for the
S'hawmut plant.
From completed work sheets, a report is made for management enumerating, by classes only, the amount of
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labor and material expended during
the month for major repairs and small
repairs and maintenance. These reports are a subsidiary report to the
Pulp Mill Memo of Production Costs.
The reports are published monthly
and tie in with the repair labor and
material. figures in the main report.
The work sheets are returned to the
pulp mill for its files after the necessary report data has been extracted
from them.
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EXCHANGE OF LETTERS ON TRADE
UNIONIST'S VIEW OF NET INCOME
DETERMINATION
1 Try Starting With Gross Income

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
THIS LETTER IS WRITTEN as a response to
"A T ra de Unionist Views Net Income Determination" by Solomon Barkin, which
appeared in the N.A.C.A. Bulletin for June,

1951.
It is not surprising that unions "are
primarily interested in ascertaining the ways
in which the business and its owners and
managers are faring as compared with themselves." However, it is discouraging to see
so much emphasis placed on eliminating
from the income statement such items as
management expenses, costs of stockholders'
meetings, stockholders' reports, and professional fees in defense of management
against stockholders' suits. Furthermore,
the proposed removal of interest charges
from the income statement seems to be
meaningless because the business must pay
the interest out of funds derived from income whether the interest charge is made
on the income statement or somewhere else.
Apparently the unionist's principal objective in changing the method of net income
determination is to get data that will be to
the union's advantage in collective bargaining. If this is the case, it seems that a better method of obta ining the result would be
to begin with gross income instead of starting on net income.
Basically gross income must be divided
among the following:
I. Either rent or maintenance of plant.
2. Suppliers of raw materials, fuel and necessary services of transportation, etc.
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FORUM

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
e

THE

Productive labor.
Indirect labor and management costs.
Creditors, i.e. banks and bondholders.
Taxes — Federal and local.
Stockholders' dividends.
Improvement and /or enlargement of
plant and equipment.

All eight of these ma jor division of business income must be considered in order to
get a wholesome view of the distribution of
the business income. The demands of labor
and the basic operating charges come first.
Interest is deducted before determining a
net income subject to Federal income and
excess profits tax. At this time the Federal government is taking about one -half of
what would otherwise be net income. The
income remaining after taxes must be divided between payment of dividends to
stockholders and the purchase of improvements for the business.
The gross income of business is all that
there is to be distributed. By seeing the
whole picture, the unionist may be able to
use his efforts to improve his business instead of using so much time in name calling
and baiting of management. In general the
unionist's well -being depends on the success
of his employer's business venture, and
wha t is good for that business is also good
for the unionist. If the business fails, the
unionist suffers as well as the management.
A simplified financial statement has been
devised which adds the total business income to the cash balance at the beginning
of the year, shows what disposition was
made of all the business funds and ends
with the final cash balance. This statement
is described in an article written by me and
published in the April, 1951, issue o f Th e
Journal of Accountancy under the title
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"Cash- Balance Approach to the Funds Statement Promotes Clarity in Financial Re.
ports." In this article, the 1949 annual
statement of U.S. Steel is presented in a
manner that starts with gross income described as "Products and Services Sold
$2,301,685,689." This a rticle should be interesting reading for the unionist as well as
for accou ntants interested in preparation of
reports for stockholders and employees.
There has been an important change for
the better in that many large corporations
send annual financial reports to employees
as well as to stockholders. Their big problem is to present the annual reports in an
understandable form. When employees understand better the division of total business
income, there shou ld be less of "the fundamental suspicions and distru st which workers and unions harbor."
EMMETT B. DAY, Houston Chapter
II

Simplification Dees Not Achieve
Disclosure

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
I HAVE

A

COPY OF THE "RESPONSE"

which has been sent you by Mr. Emmett B.
Day to my a rticle in the June 1951 issue of
the N.A.C.A. Bulletin. I appreciate that
everybody has a right to his views. I for
one would be most anxious to insist upon
this privilege since there are so many occasions when I must dissent from those held
by others. But I fail to understand Mr.
Day's "response ".
Does he differ with me on the need of
disclosing the data which I request? Does
he dissent from my desire to secure fu ll informa tion on the returns to groups in ma nagement or property which is not now fully
disclosed? Does he take exception to the
view on the methods of valu ing inventory
or capital assets?
If I understand his first sentence in the
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second pa ragraph, he even supports my desire "for data that will be to the union's
advantage in collective bargaining." If he
does, the first requirement is for him to
indicate whether the data I have requested
should be revealed. Are there other items
which should be disclosed which I ha ve not
enumerated? In what other ways can we
help bring facts to light which are now
buried in the financial statement or disclose
items which will help in understanding the
incomes received by the various groups from
the business? To these questions he has not
addressed himself.
Mr. Day offers as a suggestion an allocation of some items which are now made
available and others which are not fully disclosed. I would accept the need of recording rent and maintenance. Particularly
would I be interested in the former, where
the buildings or properties are held by
associated interests and do not represent true
charges. I would also be interested in a
history of the rental arra ngement to discern
whether there is a lease -back arrangement or
other special circumstances. I think tha t the
distinction between productive and indirect
labor needs restudy. It is not truly a useful
one for financial accounting, though it may
be for management accounting. I would
separate out management costs. In this respect, Mr. Day apparently joins with me. I
would accept the creditor item. There would
be need for other classifications such as I
have suggested.
Simplification

is

not

the

answer

to

present accounting problems. W e need,
rather, an a greement on wha t we are trying
to record. As a member of the Business Income Group, I am increasingly aware of
the efforts by business to develop systems
of accounting which will hide the incomes
by converting them into credits against "reasonable" charges. We are a lso awa re of the
innumerable ways in which our law and
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accounting systems arrange for the multiplication of charges which are truly receipts
by one of the interest groups. To have
confidence in the results, these incomes must
be labelled as such.
SOLOMON BARKIN

A SIZE -OF- TRIANGLES EXPENSE CHART
FOR FACTORY SUPERVISION

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:

a

GR A PH I C C HA R TS , like other business reports, must be addressed to the individuals
who are their "ta rgets." Charts are only
means of communication and, as such, must
be on the recipient's level and in his
language. It is necessary to appraise the

recipient as well as the facts we want to
portray, before attempting to put a story
across in chart form.
There are literally hundreds of ways to
graphically chart business progress —from
simple line and bar charts through the more
complicated pictorial comparative charts.
Each type is admirably suited to do a certain job, but, all too often, we find the
chartist attempting to make one type of
chart and its variations, fill all charting requirements. This has never been done.
There is no cure -all chart.
The graphic chart described below is
offered with the foregoing in mind. It is
not a chart -to- end -all- charts, but it has been
proven effective in portraying to management from foremen on up, more dramatically than the general run of charts, the
relationship of actual results to a forecast
or budget. It has been used most effectively
as an additional tool for cost control and
cost reduction.
As noted on Exhibit

The chart does all this withou t becoming
too complicated or cumbersome.
The u pper horizontal line (coded 120 on
amount scale) represents the total weekly
budgeted expenditure. The diagonal broken
line (lower left to u pper right) denotes the
straight -line daily budget for each day in
the week consecutively. The time scale is
used as such with dates inserted. The perpendicular heavy lines denote the separation of days.
To construct the chart, after entering correct budget lines (solid and brok en), the
daily expense point is found and a tria ngle
dra wn with this point at the a pex. The triangle extends from the cumulative dollars
at the beginning of the day to the cumulative dollars at the end of the day, a base
line and right angle forming and denoting
the length of the expenditure period (one
da y on the cha rt). The tria ngles so formed
are filled in to aid interpretation and a summa ry of the da ta from which the chart wa s
prepared is entered below it to aid the recipient in readily determining "dollar facts"
for each period. The absence of the latter
seems to be the most common fa u lt of the
majority of graphic charts.
The foregoing chart ha s been used effectively at cost reduction and control meetings. The shop foremen readily understand
the cha rt and it is at the forema n level that

1

the Chart graph-

ically portrays:
I. Weekly budget or forecast.
2. Daily budget or forecast.
3. Actual daily expense.
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4. Comparison with daily budget.
5. Comparison of actual daily expense
with other days during current week.
6. Comparison with same day of prior
weeks.
7. Cumulative week -to -date amounts.
8. Comparison of weeks during month
or period.

these programs pay dividends. The chart
graphically portrays where we have been,
the true course, and "whither we a re drifting." Let us stop drifting, re -power with
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C h a r t s h o w i n g w e e k l y b u d g e t ( h e a v y l i n e ) , d a i l y b u d ge t ( b r o k e n l i n e ) ,
a c t u a l e x p e n s e b y d a ys ( t r i a n gl e s ) , c o m p a r i s o n w i t h d a i l y bu d ge t ,
c o m p a r i s o n w i t h s a m e da y a w e e k a go , cu mu l at iv e we e k t o dat e ,
co m p a r i s o n o f we e k s du r i ng m on t h .
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9
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1/ 23
10
24
10
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62
5
26
27
11

98

Var.
14
14
(38 )
19
13

22

EXHIBIT 1
operating cost controls, get on the right
course and chart smaller triangles. The re.

suits— larger profits —are worthwhile.
EDWARD H. BILL, JR.,
Boston Chapter
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Editor N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
several
men prominent in the field of materials
handling have proposed that a special system of cost accounting be esta blished to record in detail the expenses incu rred in materials handling and that this activity become a line function instead of a staff function as at present. They feel that, once such
a system is set up, economies in handling
WITHIN THE PAST FEW YEARS,

will be easier to attain. While I have no
quarrel with the attempt to find a common
unit of handling which would allow different materials of different weights and
volumes, transported over varying distances,
to be compa red on a n equ itable basis, I do
question the wisdom of using this unit as
the key to a system of accounts which might
rival job order cost accounting in complexity.
Materials handling costs are at present
grouped with the various indirect expense
and service department accounts, yet I feel
that nothing can be gained by trying to
take a field as young and as fast - growing as
materials handling and fix the cost analysis
procedure within the confines of a system
of accounts. The "case" system makes the
problem of working across departmental
lines a much easier task. It is particularly

"case" system, the over -all outlook makes it
easier for the purchasing department to be
convinced of the wisdom of purchases so as
to minimize handling at the receiving dock
and in the raw materials storage area. The
be lowered costs, with
over -all effect
savings in handling offsetting higher purwill

MATERIALS HANDLING ACCOUNTING

chase prices.
As an illustration of how rapidly the
field changes, let us look at the other end
of the same problem. A recent I.C.C. ruling
has changed the cost picture at the shipping
dock so much that new studies are in order.
It may now pay a firm to ship to steady
customers on pallets or in collapsible, returnable containers. In a seven state area in
the Mid -West, such containers may now be
returned at rates that are one -half the
fourth class rate, provided the same trucker
is used for the retu rn load. To take advantage of savings of this sort, the men responsible for preparing cost studies on materials
handling problems must now make a new
analysis. If the datum gives them a strong
enough case, they will be a ble to enlist the
cooperation of the traffic department, which
must deal with the trucker, and the sales
department, which must deal with the cus.
tomer. The materials handling savings occur
at the shipping dock alone, but only by a
staff function advising all departments can
changes affecting so many departments be

preferable to the assumption that those responsible for the various accounts are the
only ones interested in reducing handling

instituted with any hope of success.

costs.
As an example of the scope of a n ordinary handling problem, let us look at the

with the accounts segregated for the line or

use of pallets or similar containers for interplant and intercompany shipments. Under the "accou nt" system, who would be responsible for having the purchasing department pay more to have goods received on
pallets just to show a saving in the materials handling accounts?
Under the
NOVEMBER, 1951

The problem of whether to make materials handling a line or a staff function,
left alone for the staff, is a complex one.
Even when difficulties inherent in studies
on the "case" basis no longer are of Spectacular dimensions, I feel that the additional costs of collecting the data and administering the line function would far
outweigh the advantages to be gained.
DONALD VAN COURT, Elmira Area
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M IS FOR CONTROL

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
WITH THE ADVENT

of more Government
controls of materials, prices, wages, manpower etc., this is an ideal time to take
inventory of the efficiency of the operating
departments and to investigate those which
are exceeding their original budgets. Because of the shortages of certain basic raw
materials, man -power etc., it is most essential that all of the operating departments
make every effort to live up to their budget.
Any leaks which occu r can only come from
one of three sources Men, Materials, and
Machines and foremen should be trained
to watch periodica lly for a ny source of loss
in these particular fields.
Men — Workers sometimes stop working
or slow down because of inadequate work
planning by the supervisors or because of
poor coordination between men and mate.
rials or through improper handling of personnel resulting in an atmosphere not conducive to full production.
Machines —These are often idle when a
worker is absent or late, when the machine breaks down because of neglect
through improper or sufficient preventive
and reparative maintenance. Less than full

which are road blocks in good instruction.
He should then present the instructions in
logical order from easy to hard, from
known to u nknown, as questions and check
understanding. After that, the learner
should be allowed to apply himself under
the foreman's immediate supervision and
then to proceed alone, with the foreman
check ing from time to time to test performances and progress. Often a worker may
be given a job beyond his ability with poor
or indifferent instructions, with costly results in scrap and waste.
Written procedures are helpful and tend
to uniformity of instructions. Periodic reports by the foreman of production rejections, machine down time, personnel absenteeism, etc., are all measuring rods of
efficiency and helpful in locating trouble
spots before they become to aggravating or
costly.
Since many firms are now working on
Government contracts and will be subject to
renegotiation, it behooves all of them to
watch carefully to make certain that their
operations have been efficient so that we
will be given the benefit by the Renegotiation Board of their efforts to achieve quan.
tity, quality, production, cost reduction, and

capacity occurs when the operator is not
properly trained or when poor ha ndling of
safety instructions has made him afraid of
his machine.

economical management of men, materials
and machines.

Materials — Inadequate instructions causes
a high percentage of scrap and rejects
which shoot up the cost. Concentration in
improving the quality of work will cut
down on the number of rejects and the

A PROCEDURE FOR RE- BILLING
FREIGHT CHARGEABLE TO
CUSTOMERS

amount of waste. Since the supervisor is
responsible for his department's performance he should make every effort to see
that his workers are thorou ghly trained. In
training a worker, the supervisor should
first of all put the employee at ease, remove fright, confusion and embarrassment
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PAUL S. FERGUSON, Norwich Chapter

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
I T H A S B E E N our practice for a number
of years to accept all orders f.o.b. our

plant and, on a limited number, to prepay
the freight and include an amount to recover this cost as part of the billing to
the customer.

Out of this practice there

arose the small but nagging problem of
arriving at the proper amounts to bill for
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

the prepaid freight, as the actual freight
bills would not come to us for some time
after the billing had been made.
If we had sufficient volume of this type
of order, we could have controlled the
problem through a traffic clerk who could
have used the rates and weights and computed accurately the amount to be billed
to the customer, prior to our receiving the
freight bill. As it was, our computation,
with the limited personnel available, often
did not agree with the actual amount as
computed by the carrier and paid by us.
Thus, the account through which these
transactions were handled, which should
have been a clearing account between our
billing the customer and being billed by
the freight company, had a balance almost
impossible to reconcile.
W e solved the problem by adopting a
new procedure. W e do not attempt to
estimate a charge to the customer at the
time of invoicing for the goods shipped.
In place of this, we wait until the bill
comes to us from the freight carrier. It
is checked and paid and matched with a
copy of the original invoice, to determine
who is to be billed for the freight. W e
then issue an invoice in the regular manner. Thus, the account, which we call
"freight advanced ", is easy to reconcile,
as both the charge to this account from
the cash book and the credit from the
billing are in agreement as to amount.
There are two further refinements in
this system. First, we send the paid
freight bill to the customer, attached to
our invoice for the freight, as we feel
that it is more properly a part of his records than of ours which is merely a clearing account. Secondly, we rubber stamp
these invoices with a notice to the effect
that this particular invoice represents prepaid freight and that we should receive
a remittance within the prescribed legal
time limit, which results in a much faster
NOVEMBER, 1951

collection period on these invoices than
otherwise.
MILES A. BAILEY, JR., Rochester Chapter
A CASE IN FORMS IMPROVEMENT

Editor N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
N O PART OF A BUSINESS OP E RA TIO N is SO
small bu t that a detailed study of it might
not be well worth the time spent. Recently a

large bu ilding equipment supplier was getting ready to replenish its supply of sales
tickets. The tickets were written by hand
in duplicate on an automatic continuous
roll register as sales were made and orders
filled.
The chief accounta nt and office manager,
whose duty it was to purchase the forms,
decided to study them and see if any improvements could be made. The form then
being used contained space for the name
and address of the purchaser, a space for
the description of the sale as being cash
or charge, and blank spaces for the items
sold, quantities, unit prices and extensions,
and was prepared by the shipping department. Approximately ten per cent of the
sales tickets were for cash sales. The remainder were for charge sales to approximately 1,500 customers.
The chief sales clerk was called in
asked for his suggestions regarding
proper information to be shown on
form and copies of previous months'

and
the
the
tick-

ets were analyzed to determine how many
tickets were being written, what was being
written on them, etc. Also, studies were
made of accounting procedures for sales.
The following information was obtained:
Approximately 10,000 tickets were issued
each month.
2. On the average ticket, the word
"pounds" appeared twice and the words
"square feet" and "kegs" appeared
once each. The words "bundles" and
"squares" appeared once for each two
tickets and each three tickets respectively.
I.
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3. The sales terms (cash or credit) were
inserted by hand on each ticket.
4. Due to the large variety of types and
size of items sold and frequent price
changes, there were time - consuming delays in obtaining the unit prices of articles sold. Also the personnel used in
filling orders was not trained in clerical
work and often made errors in extending
unit prices.
In order to reduce the writing required
of the sales clerks, it was decided to preprint the word pounds on the new sales
tickets in the qua ntity column on two lines
and the words square feet, kegs, bundles
and squares were pre - printed on one line
each. This eliminated the manual writing
of the unit of quantity approximately 48,000
times per month. Further study revealed
that one -third of the articles sold in pou nd
quantities consisted of cement and plaster.
It was decided, therefore, to pre -print the
word pounds on two additional lines in
the quantity column and to pre -print the
words "cement" and "plaster" in the description column of one each of the two
additional

lines.

Of

course,

the

word

"nails" was pre-printed on the kegs line.
Approximately ten lines were left blank.
Also, the sales terms were pre - printed in
a separate block at the top of the tick et so
that the sales clerk had only to place a
check -mark in the appropriate block instead of writing out the terms.
In order to minimize pricing delays and
errors, it was likewise decided to have the
tickets printed in four -part form rather
than the two -part form previously used.
These were to be u tilized as follows:
I. The oriqinal was used by the company's
truck driver or the person receiving the
goods, as a delivery ticket. Prices were
to be inserted by the shipping department for cash sales only.
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2. The other copies were forwarded to the
pricing department for pricing and extending charge sales and checking the
pricing and extending of cash sales. This
department, which had readily available
to it all the necessary pricing data, inserted the proper unit prices and extended them by machine. The priced
duplicates were accumulated by customer
batches and mailed to them once or
twice each week. The new procedures reduced pricing delays and errors, and required fewer manhours each month. It
also provided an additional sales ticket
copy for the customer. This increased
customer goodwill because their employees often misplaced the original
sales tickets.
3. The triplicate was forwarded by the
pricing department to the accounts receivable department where it was sorted
alphabetically and used for the posting
of accounts receivable records. Formerly
the duplicate had been used for this
and several other purposes. Now that
the accounts receivable department had
a copy of its own, it was possible to
accumulate the tickets by individual customers for a week and post all the customer's tickets for the week at one posting. The bookkeeping machine operator
now posts all the charges to one of the
five accounts receivable controls on a
specified day of each week rather than
to all the controls each day as formerly.
4. The quadruplicate was forwarded to the
stockroom as the basis for posting perpetual inventory records and as a historical record.
In addition to the above improvements,
space was provided a t the top of the ticket
for a separate name and address for use
if the goods were delivered to one address
and charged to another. This information
was helpful to local contractors who kept
their costs for individual jobs separate.
Also there was room for a few words of
advertising matter about several of the company's new lines. This advertising has
already brought inquiries from customers,
who had not previously known that the
company carried the items there mentioned.
LARRY AGNEW.Richmond Chapter
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